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Abstract 

The field of vehicle stability control has witnessed significant advancements in recent years, and 

Holistic Vehicle Control (HVC) has emerged as a method to improve the safety and performance of 

modern automobiles. HVC aims to control a vehicle in a comprehensive manner, considering various 

factors that influence stability. Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a powerful control framework that 

has been adopted in various industries due to its ability to handle complex dynamics and constraints. 

Traditional MPC methods for vehicle stability control systems use a simplified physics-based vehicle 

model to forecast vehicle dynamics behaviors. These models may either provide a poor prediction for 

the nonlinear vehicle dynamics or result in unacceptable computational costs for real-time vehicle 

applications when the models become more complex. Besides, there are many modeling and parameter 

uncertainties, including road conditions, vehicle weight changes, tire dynamics, and road grades, etc., 

that the simplified physics-based vehicle model cannot capture in all practical conditions. These 

drawbacks lead to the deterioration of vehicle stability control performance.  

In recent years, learning MPC schemes have been introduced to address these challenges of traditional 

MPC. They typically leverage different machine learning techniques to learn the system dynamics 

directly from data, allowing it to handle model uncertainty more effectively. Besides, they can adapt to 

changes by continuously updating the learned model using real-time data, ensuring that the controller 

remains effective even as the system evolves. However, there are some challenges for the existing 

learning MPC techniques. Firstly, learning-based control approaches often lack interpretability. 

Understanding and interpreting the learned models and their learning and prediction processes are 

crucial for safety critical systems such as vehicle stability systems. Secondly, existing learning MPC 

techniques rely solely on learned models, which might result in poor performance or instability if the 

model encounters scenarios that differ significantly from the training data. Thirdly, existing learning 

MPC techniques typically require large amounts of high-quality data for training accurate models, 

which can be expensive or impractical in the vehicle stability control domain. 

To address these challenges, this thesis proposes a novel hybrid learning MPC approach for HVC. The 

main objective is to leverage the capabilities of machine learning algorithms to learn accurate and 

adaptive models of vehicle dynamics from data, enabling enhanced control strategies for improved 

stability and maneuverability. The hybrid learning MPC scheme maintains a traditional physics-based 

vehicle model and a data-based learning model. In the learned model, a variety of machine learning 

techniques can be used to predict vehicle dynamics based on learning from collected vehicle data. The 
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performance of the developed hybrid learning MPC controller using torque vectoring (TV) as the 

actuator is evaluated through the Matlab/Simulink and CarSim co-simulation with a high-fidelity Chevy 

Equinox vehicle model under a series of harsh maneuvers. Extensive real-world experiments using a 

Chevy Equinox electric testing vehicle are conducted. Both simulation results and experimental results 

show that the developed hybrid learning MPC approach consistently outperforms existing MPC 

methods with better yaw rate tracking performance and smaller vehicle sideslip under various driving 

conditions.  

Traditionally, the length of the prediction horizon in MPC is predetermined and remains constant 

throughout the control process. Fixed-prediction-horizon MPC may perform well under steady-state 

conditions or in scenarios where the system dynamics are relatively predictable and do not change 

significantly over time. However, it can be less effective when dealing with varying vehicle dynamics, 

road or tire condition uncertainties, or rapidly changing driving conditions. In this study, an adaptive-

prediction-horizon MPC (adaptive MPC for short) is proposed and implemented to further improve the 

vehicle stability control performance. A prediction horizon adaptation strategy is introduced by 

adjusting the prediction interval in real-time based on observed vehicle behaviors, while keeping the 

number of predictions steps constant throughout the control process. This ensures that the control 

algorithm maintains a consistent view of the future and avoids introducing additional computational 

complexity associated with varying prediction steps. Again, the high-fidelity CarSim model was used 

in the simulation and the Equinox electric testing vehicle was used in the experimental study to verify 

the performance of the developed adaptive MPC for HVC. Both simulation and experimental results 

show that the developed adaptive MPC presents superior performance to track the designed yaw rate 

while maintaining the vehicle in a stable region compared to the fixed-prediction-horizon MPC. 

The studies in this thesis contribute to advancing vehicle stability control by harnessing the power of 

machine learning and adaptive control strategies. These approaches enhance vehicles' control capability 

and lead to safer and more reliable vehicles on the road. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Road traffic injuries cause considerable economic losses to individuals, their families, and nations. 

According to the statistics from World Health Organization, approximately 1.35 million people die 

each year in the world due to road traffic crashes [1]. In addition, road traffic injuries are the leading 

cause of death for children and young adults aged 5-29 years [1]. To reduce road accidents, various 

vehicle stability control systems, including ESC (Electronic Stability Control), ABS (Anti-lock Braking 

System), TCS (Traction Control System), etc., have been developed and employed on vehicles over the 

past three decades. Studies have shown that such techniques effectively reduce crashes [2, 3]. However, 

further studies and improvement of these systems should be encouraged to enhance vehicles' safety 

performance. From a technical perspective, these systems are usually activated when significant 

differences between actual and desired vehicle responses, such as side slip angle, are detected. However, 

in many cases, the vehicle has already reached the edge of instability by the time deviations in actual 

responses are measured by onboard sensors. Moreover, these situations frequently occur at high speeds 

or on slippery roads, where any delay in detection and proper control could result in potential accidents.  

Based on the above discussion, active stability control systems need to predict dynamic vehicle 

behaviors to react proactively in critical situations. Model Predictive Control (MPC) has emerged as a 

solution to overcome the limitations of traditional vehicle stability control systems [4, 5]. In MPC, a 

physics-based model of the system is utilized to predict the vehicle's motion within a specific time 

frame, and optimal control actions are obtained by solving an optimization problem. However, MPC's 

effectiveness relies on having a sufficiently accurate model of the system. Vehicle stability control 

involves managing complex and highly nonlinear dynamics, encompassing vehicle motion, tire forces, 

and driver inputs. Traditional control approaches might struggle to accurately capture these intricate 

dynamics. In traditional MPC for vehicle stability control, a physics-based prediction model, like the 

single-track bicycle model, is commonly employed to forecast dynamic vehicle behaviors. Researchers 

have explored various vehicle dynamics models, ranging from a 2-DOF kinematic bicycle model to a 

more intricate 14-DOF full vehicle model, as the prediction model in MPC for vehicle stability control 

[6]. Using more complex physics-based models can enhance prediction accuracy, but it also introduces 

increased computational complexities and calibration workload. Additionally, the stability of a vehicle 
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can be influenced by uncertain road conditions, such as variations in friction, surface roughness, or the 

presence of ice or water. These modeling and parameter uncertainties, including road conditions, 

vehicle weight changes, and tire dynamics, cannot always be precisely predicted in all situations. These 

uncertainties present challenges for accurate predictions and can impact the effectiveness of traditional 

MPC approaches.  

To solve these problems, learning-based MPC, or learning MPC for short, has been proposed by some 

researchers [7-10]. The idea is to combine the physics-based model (the nominal model) with the 

learning model that can learn certain dynamics from data and thereby supplement the nominal model. 

Learning MPC leverages machine learning techniques to directly learn the system dynamics from data, 

allowing it to handle model uncertainty more effectively. Moreover, it can adapt to such changes by 

continuously updating the learned model using real-time data, ensuring that the controller remains 

effective even as the system evolves. In addition, it can learn and incorporate nonlinearities, enabling 

more accurate control of such systems by learning from historical data and identifying patterns, 

correlations, and optimal control strategies that might not be apparent through traditional modeling 

techniques alone. Figure 1.1 illustrates the concept of the learning MPC for vehicle control systems. 

However, there are some challenges for the existing learn MPC techniques. First of all, while learning-

based control approaches can offer improved performance, they often lack interpretability. 

Understanding and interpreting the learned models and their learning and prediction processes are 

crucial for safety-critical systems, such as vehicle stability control. Secondly, in existing learning-based 

control, relying solely on learned models might result in poor performance or instability if the model 

encounters scenarios that differ significantly from the training data. Thirdly, learning-based control 

requires large amounts of high-quality data for training accurate models. In the vehicle stability control 

domain, collecting such data can be expensive or impractical. On the other hand, traditional MPC 

utilizes a known mathematical model of the system, which provides insight into the underlying 

dynamics and control behavior. This interpretability can be crucial for safety, understanding system 

constraints, and debugging in critical applications. In this study, to address the drawbacks of model-

based MPC and learning-based control approaches, a hybrid data/model-based MPC is proposed. It 

includes both a physics-based model and a learning data-based model to better predict the vehicle 

dynamics in the horizon time and further optimize the control actions.  
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Figure 1.1: The concept of a learning MPC for vehicle control systems 

1.2 Objectives 

This study is to develop a hybrid physics-based and data-based MPC control technique for vehicle 

stability control systems. The hybrid learning MPC will benefit from deterministic and robust physics-

based predictive control structures and take advantage of data-based systems and their learning abilities.  

(1) Improved Control Performance: One of the primary objectives is to enhance the control 

performance of vehicle stability control systems. By combining data-driven techniques with known 

mathematical models, the proposed hybrid learning MPC aims to achieve superior stability, handling, 

and maneuverability of vehicles, leading to enhanced safety and improved overall performance than 

traditional MPC approaches.    

(2) Robustness to Uncertainties: The hybrid learning MPC seeks to develop control strategies that 

can handle uncertainties and variations in vehicle dynamics, road conditions, and external disturbances. 

By incorporating both the known model and data-driven adaptation, it aims to provide robust control 

actions that can effectively deal with uncertain and dynamic driving environments. Some harsh driving 

scenarios such as double lane change on a slippery road condition will be applied to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed controller. In such conditions, the road condition is unknown to the 

controller and thus, maintaining the vehicle stability is a challenging task for a traditional MPC 

approach.  

(3) Interpretability and Explainability: Many learning-based control approaches work like a black 

box which is hard to interpret and understand even by professionals. While the hybrid approach 

combines data-driven techniques with known models, it still strives to provide interpretability and 
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explainability. Understanding the learning process of the control algorithm is crucial for debugging and 

safety for vehicle stability control systems. This study has the objective to develop a hybrid learning 

MPC method that offers transparency and interpretable models to facilitate understanding and 

validation. 

(4) Online Learning Capability: Vehicle dynamics and operating conditions can vary over time due 

to factors such as tire wear, aging, or changes in road conditions. It is not realistic to collect a training 

dataset that can cover all driving scenarios. This study aims to develop a hybrid learning MPC that has 

online learning capability instead of using a pre-trained learning model. Online learning allows the 

learning MPC to continuously adapt and update its models based on real-time data, ensuring accurate 

and up-to-date representation of the vehicle dynamics. Also, online learning enables the learning MPC 

to be more flexible and scalable. It can easily incorporate new data and adapt to changes in the system, 

allowing for the integration of different vehicle models, configurations, or control objectives without 

the need for retraining the entire model from scratch. 

(5) Real-Time Implementation: The developed controller should be able to run in real-time for holistic 

vehicle control. It is aimed to develop control algorithms that can be implemented in real-time, enabling 

their practical application in vehicle stability control systems. Many learning-based control approaches 

can only be verified through simulation due to the challenges of high computation load caused by the 

introduction of machine learning. Efficient computation is an important objective to ensure that the 

control system can respond quickly to changing driving conditions and maintain stability in real-world 

scenarios. 

By studying hybrid data/model-based MPC in vehicle stability control, it is aimed to achieve a balance 

between the benefits of model-based control (interpretability, robustness) and the advantages of data-

driven techniques (adaptability, performance). Ultimately, the goal is to develop advanced control 

strategies that improve vehicle safety in a wide range of driving conditions.   

1.3 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is structured as follows. In the second chapter, it provides an overview of the existing 

research in the field regarding HVC systems and various MPC control algorithms with emphasis on 

learning MPC techniques. It discusses traditional physics model based MPC approaches and their 

limitations, presents the evolution of traditional MPC to adaptive MPC, and explores learning MPC 

techniques and their advantages. This chapter reviews relevant studies and advancements in various 
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MPC approaches in the area of vehicle stability control, highlighting the key findings, methodologies, 

and contributions of previous research. It establishes the foundation for this thesis by identifying the 

research gap and justifying the need for studying hybrid learning MPC in the context of vehicle stability 

control. 

The third chapter introduces the background knowledge of this study. In this chapter, it describes the 

MPC control theory, and the basic structure of existing learning MPC techniques. This chapter also 

introduces Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) and its application in learning the system dynamics and 

uncertainties in learning MPC. It highlights the advantages of GPR in capturing nonlinearity, handling 

data-driven models, and providing uncertainty estimates. This chapter establishes the foundation for 

the subsequent research on applying GPR-based learning MPC in vehicle stability control. 

The fourth chapter focuses on the development of a GPR-based hybrid learning MPC for vehicle yaw 

stability control. It outlines the steps involved in designing the controller, including the formulation of 

the objective function and constraints to optimize control actions for enhancing yaw stability. This 

chapter also presents the selection of relevant system variables in the learning model, the developed 

data management and model authentication strategy, the training of GPR models using collected data, 

and the integration of the GPR models into the MPC framework.    

The fifth chapter discusses simulation and experimental results for the developed hybrid learning MPC. 

A high-fidelity CarSim model is developed and verified to represent the vehicle dynamics in the 

simulation. The designed hybrid learning MPC controller is implemented in Matlab and evaluated 

through the Matlab/Simulink CarSim co-simulation under a series of driving maneuvers. Experimental 

verification of the developed hybrid learning MPC on a Chevy Equinox electric testing vehicle is also 

presented.   

In chapter six, an adaptive-prediction-horizon MPC is designed to further optimize the performance for 

HVC. The performance of the developed adaptive MPC controller is assessed using both simulation 

and experiments. Again, the CarSim vehicle model is used in Matlab/Simulink co-simulation and the 

Chevrolet Equinox electric testing vehicle is used for experimental evaluations. Simulation and 

experimental results under various driving maneuvers are presented to gauge the effectiveness and 

adaptability of the controller. 

The last chapter summarizes the key findings and contributions of this study. It highlights the 

effectiveness of the proposed controller in improving yaw stability and handling performance based on 
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simulation and experimental results. The chapter also discusses the limitations and challenges 

encountered during the research. It suggests potential future directions to handle these challenges.   
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

This chapter presents a comprehensive review of the literature on Holistic Vehicle Control (HVC) 

systems and various Model Predictive Control (MPC) schemes employed for achieving stability control 

of vehicles. By conducting this literature review, the chapter aims to provide an overview of the current 

state-of-the-art in HVC systems and MPC schemes, highlighting the key findings and trends in this 

area. It serves as a foundation for the subsequent sections of the study, enabling the development of 

novel MPC approaches and methodologies for HVC. 

2.1 Vehicle Stability and Holistic Vehicle Control 

Vehicle stability analysis is to find the conditions for stability of a vehicle, or to find regions inside 

which stability is inherently guaranteed [11-17]. Determining the stability boundary in a so-called phase 

plane is a prerequisite for the study of HVC [18-21]. Vehicle sideslip angle (β), lateral velocity (ν), and 

yaw rate (r) are three important variables to describe the status of vehicle stability, and the β-r phase 

plane or the ν-r phase plane as vehicle lateral stability criterion have been widely studied. For example, 

the authors in [21] studied the effects of the steering on the vehicle stability based on the single-track 

vehicle dynamics model. Steering input variations lead to substantial alterations in the phase portrait 

trajectories. Figure 2.1 illustrates the open-loop β-r dynamics of the research vehicle at a speed of 10 

m/s and a road friction value of 0.55 for different steering angles. When the steering angles are set at 

0°, 5°, and 10°, there is a single stable equilibrium point. Additionally, in each of these scenarios, two 

saddle equilibria can be observed. These points represent the yaw rate and sideslip angle that would 

occur during a right or left-handed drift maintained at the corresponding steering angle. For the given 

vehicle parameters, there is no stable equilibrium point when the steering angle is set to 15°. However, 

there is one unstable equilibrium point located on the line of maximum steady-state yaw rate. 

The authors in [22] conducted a series of simulation studies to analyze the β-r phase plane 

characteristics under various vehicle speeds, road friction coefficient, and front-wheel steering angle. 

The results showed that the stable region on the β-r phase plane could be divided into two types. In 

normal driving conditions, the stability domain corresponded to the curve type, while it changed to the 

diamond type in critical driving conditions. The authors in [23] presented a study on controlling the 

lateral dynamics of an autonomous vehicle confronting a sudden obstacle. The controller was  
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Figure 2.1: Yaw rate – sideslip phase portrait at (a) 0° (b) 5° (c) 10° (d) 15° steering angle [21]. 

prioritized as (1) collision avoidance, (2) vehicle stability, and (3) path tracking. The limits on yaw rate 

and lateral velocity were defined, and they created a parallelogram (the ν-r phase plane) in the state 

space. The area enclosed by this parallelogram was regarded as the secure and stable region for velocity 

states, lateral velocity, and yaw rate. This stable region could be incorporated into an MPC controller 

as a safety constraint to confine the projected states within the secure region and guarantee vehicle 

stability. The stable region inside the parallelogram was included within the controller as safe 

constraints to ensure vehicle stability.  

To enhance vehicle stability, HVC is commonly used [24]. It involves coordinating and integrating 

various control systems within a vehicle to achieve optimal handling, traction, and stability in different 

driving conditions. The primary objective of HVC for vehicle lateral stability is to reduce the deviations 

of the actual yaw rate from the driver intended yaw rate while limiting the vehicle sideslip angle to 

prevent vehicle spin and preserve some yaw moment gain [24]. There are several types of systems 

proposed and developed for HVC [25]: 
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(1) Differential braking (DB): DB utilizes the anti-lock braking system (ABS) to apply hydraulic 

braking torque between the right and left wheels to control yaw moment. This approach employs a 

strategy where, in the event of vehicle oversteer, the wheels on the outer side of the vehicle are applied 

with braking force to lessen the yaw moment acting on the vehicle's center of gravity, thus regulating 

the sideslip angle. Conversely, if the vehicle understeers, the inner wheels are subjected to braking force 

to enhance the steering yaw moment and enhance the vehicle's maneuverability. 

(2) Active front steering (AFS) or active rear steering (ARS): AFS and ARS modify the driver's 

steering angle input and add a correction steering angle to the wheels. An example is shown in  Figure 

2.2 that depicts the workflow of an AFS system incorporating variable gear ratio steering [26]. By 

determining an appropriate superposition angle between the AFS actuator and the driver's steering 

angle, the vehicle's yaw rate and sideslip angle can be regulated to enhance yaw stability. However, 

designing a controller for effective vehicle yaw enhancement with desirable tracking performance is 

highly challenging due to the high nonlinearity and uncertainties inherent in the vehicle-road system 

dynamics. The complex tire dynamic characteristics contribute to the system's high nonlinearity, while 

uncertainties arise from simplifications made in road-vehicle modeling, unpredictable environmental 

conditions, and unmeasurable parameters such as tire cornering stiffness coefficients and road surface 

adhesion coefficients. Addressing these nonlinearities and uncertainties typically requires a complex 

computational model, which increases computational complexity and impacts the controller's response 

time. Given that the controller's time interval is usually limited to a few milliseconds for each loop 

execution, the computational efficiency of the control algorithm significantly influences the controller's 

response time. 

 

Figure 2.2: Functionality of an AFS system [26]. 
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(3) Torque vectoring (TV): TV is an advanced technology employed in vehicle stability control 

systems to enhance a vehicle's handling and stability during cornering and challenging driving 

conditions. Instead of relying solely on traditional methods like braking individual wheels, torque 

vectoring actively adjusts the distribution of torque (rotational force) to each wheel, providing more 

precise control and improved performance. This technology is particularly useful in vehicles with all-

wheel drive (AWD) or four-wheel drive (4WD) systems. 

These stability control systems have received much attention from researchers in recent years. The 

authors in [27] studied the lateral stability of vehicles using AFS and DB. The controller could be 

configured to only use DB or AFS or use both DB and AFS. Experimental results on an electric 

Chevrolet Equinox showed that both methods were effective in controlling the vehicle's sideslip angle 

within an acceptable range in an acceleration-in-turn (AIT) maneuver on wet top sealed asphalt. The 

authors in [28] addressed the integrated longitudinal and lateral vehicle control problem using TV as 

the actuator. The experimental tests on an all-wheel-drive electric vehicle in double lane change (DLC), 

full-throttle launch (FTL), and AIT on slippery road conditions showed that the integrated longitudinal 

and lateral holistic vehicle control using TV has the capability in holding the vehicle stability in a safe 

zone. In comparison to DB, TV can provide stability control with less intrusive measures. Instead of 

applying the brakes to specific wheels, TV achieves stability adjustments through the distribution of 

torque. This can lead to a smoother and more natural driving experience. AFS systems involve 

sophisticated mechanical and electronic components, including actuators, sensors, and control units. 

The complexity of AFS system can lead to increased manufacturing and maintenance costs, which may 

impact the overall cost of the vehicle. In this study, TV is used as the actuator for vehicle stability 

control.  

2.2 MPC Schemes for HVC 

In the previous section, literature on vehicle stability analysis and HVC systems with different actuators 

was reviewed. The design of such a control system is an active research area. Extensive reviews on 

various mathematical models, such as PID control, Sliding Mode Control (SMC), and Linear Quadratic 

Regulator (LQR), were presented in [29-31]. PID and SMC control are not optimal in nature. While 

LQR does provide optimal control, it only works for unconstrained optimization problem which is a 

limitation for vehicle control as the vehicle dynamics are always bounded within the designed operating 

range. MPC on the other hand covers all the conclusions made under one control design and becomes 

a suitable control algorithm for vehicle stability control [32-35].   
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Figure 2.3: Timeline of major theoretical developments of MPC [36]. 

A timeline of theoretical developments of MPC is shown in Figure 2.3. As it shows, MPC has evolved 

from linear to nonlinear formulations, incorporating machine learning to enhance adaptive capabilities, 

and leveraging cloud computing for real-time learning and decision-making. As MPC is an optimal 

control technique which is based on the designed prediction model, it can accommodate vehicle 

nonlinearities and Multi-Input–Multi-Output (MIMO) models in its design. For vehicle stability control 

systems, MPC schemes have been widely studied due to their capability of predicting vehicle behaviors 

using a model and explicitly considering the state and actuator constraints. There are variants of MPC 

schemes used in the study of vehicle stability control systems.  

2.2.1 HVC Using Linear MPC 

For linear MPC, the prediction is based on linear system models. In many cases, however, system 

models are nonlinear. In these cases, linear time-varying (LTV) MPC and linear parameter-varying 

(LPV) MPC based on successive online linearization of a nonlinear system model around the current 

operating point at each time step are widely used. For LTV-MPC, the model can also change over the 

prediction horizon at each sampling time. The authors in [37] presented a double linear model predictive 

control (DLMPC) structure for vehicle yaw stability control using AFS. The DLMPC structure consists 

of both linear MPC and LTV-MPC. The linear MPC part using a linear tire model controls the vehicle 
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when the tire force is in the stable region, while the LTV-MPC part using the Pacejka tire model is 

activated and takes over the vehicle control when the tire force enters the unstable region. There are 

two advantages of the DLMPC structure: first, its computational burden is lower than nonlinear MPC 

by solving a convex quadratic problem; second, it avoids the problem of low utilization of the tire force 

caused by the constraints in a conventional linear MPC structure. Simulation results under DLC and 

the sine with dwell maneuver tests showed the effectiveness and feasibility of the DLMPC controller. 

Barbarisi et al. [38] proposed a vehicle dynamics control system based on LTV-MPC. The sampling 

time and prediction horizon were set to 0.25 seconds and 5 steps, respectively. The authors focused on 

controlling the lateral motion of the vehicle, assuming constant longitudinal dynamics. Although the 

controller successfully passed the standard ISO 19365:2016 Sine with Dwell test, it exhibited 

oscillatory behavior when operating near the constraint boundaries. 

The authors in [27] proposed a linear MPC structure for vehicle lateral stability control using 

coordinated AFS and DB. The prediction model forecasts the prospective responses of the vehicle's 

lateral velocity, yaw rate, and tire slip angles over the prediction horizon, and then provides proactive 

control inputs to control the vehicle sideslip angle. Experimental results on an instrumented test vehicle 

showed satisfactory performance in various combinations of AFS and DB. Besides, the measured 

computational time of the controller using linear MPC was safely below the sample time of the 

controller. Choi and Choi [4] proposed an MPC controller for vehicle stability using an extended 

bicycle model incorporating AFS and DB. Their approach involved a prediction model that accounted 

for the lagged characteristics of actuator dynamics and tire forces, both modeled as first-order lag 

systems. The control action was determined by calculating the steering wheel angle and yaw moment 

correction. However, this approach resulted in increased computational time and performance 

degradation due to the need to solve two separate optimization problems. As a result, the original 

intention of having a single integrated controller for vehicle control was compromised.  

2.2.2 HVC Using Nonlinear MPC 

While linear MPC is effective for systems with relatively simple dynamics and linear relationships 

between inputs and outputs, it has limitations when dealing with highly nonlinear systems or when 

precise control of nonlinear behavior is required. This is where nonlinear MPC comes into play. 

Nonlinear MPC is characterized using nonlinear system models directly in the prediction. In [39], the 

authors developed a nonlinear MPC formulation for a DLC maneuver using a bicycle model as the 

system model, with the steering wheel angle as the control input. The nonlinear MPC controller 
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successfully stabilized the vehicle at a speed of 7 m/s but failed to do so at 10 m/s. The authors 

concluded that integrating steering and braking control could enhance the controller's performance. 

Building on this, Falcone et al. [40] designed an nonlinear MPC-based control system with a prediction 

horizon of 1 second to optimize the combination of braking and steering for obstacle avoidance during 

a DLC maneuver. They employed a 10 Degree of Freedom (DoF) planar vehicle model as the prediction 

model, considering the vehicle's longitudinal and lateral velocity, heading angle, yaw rate, and global 

position coordinates as the first six DoF, while the remaining four DoF represented the individual 

dynamics of each wheel. The tire characteristics were modeled using a Pacejka model. The control 

inputs for this controller were the front steering angle and the brake torque values for each wheel. The 

controller successfully passed the test at a speed of 14 m/s. However, due to the increased number of 

model parameters, the controller's tuning was not optimal, resulting in high oscillations in the steering 

angle. Moreover, the controller's computational time was impractical for real-time applications, as it 

took approximately 15 minutes to complete a 12-second simulation. The authors in [41] studied HVC 

based on explicit nonlinear MPC and investigated the impact of the fidelity of the prediction model on 

controller performance. For explicit MPC, the solution is derived offline, stored in the controller, and 

then evaluated online with reduced computational complexity and delays. Controllers with different 

prediction models were assessed, including using a linear tire model or various nonlinear tire models. 

CarMaker simulation results showed that the developed controllers met the UN/ECE-R 13H 

performance requirements for the sine-with-dwell test. In addition, the explicit nonlinear MPC method 

showed significantly lower computational time than the implicit approach for the same controller 

formulation.    

The authors in [42] proposed a nonlinear MPC method integrating AFS and an additional yaw moment 

for vehicle lateral stability control. The method was implemented on the field-programmable gate array 

(FPGA). The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm was used to solve the nonlinear optimization 

problem, yielding parallel search capabilities. The results showed that the proposed nonlinear MPC 

method achieved better control performance than the direct yaw moment control method under various 

running conditions. Moreover, good robustness was achieved for the nonlinear MPC method regarding 

variations of the longitudinal velocity and tire-road friction coefficient within a suitable range. In the 

study conducted by Yi et al. [43], two MPC controllers were developed for collision avoidance. These 

controllers utilized a combination of steering and braking as the control action. The authors employed 

a nonlinear bicycle model for the design of the nonlinear MPC and linearized the model for the linear 

MPC. The nonlinear constraints were approximated into linear form. Instead of directly calculating 
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brake torques, the MPC control action was the commanded longitudinal acceleration, which was then 

used to calculate the required brake torques using another logic. The controllers were tested in a single-

lane-change maneuver at a speed of 70 km/h with a target lateral displacement of 2 m. The sampling 

time and prediction horizon were set at 0.06 seconds and 25 steps, respectively. Although the collision 

was avoided, both control strategies exhibited an overshot of approximately 35% in lateral position 

tracking, resulting in poor tracking performance. Additionally, the nonlinear MPC design was not real-

time feasible, with a mean computation time ranging from 4 to 8 seconds. 

Li et al. [44] presented a real-time NMPC-based controller for four-wheel independent motor-drive 

electric vehicles, aiming to enhance longitudinal and lateral stability under extreme driving conditions. 

A combined-slip tire model was used to develop a stability controller for low friction coefficient 

surfaces. The wheel slip ratios and slip angles were employed as virtual control inputs to achieve slip 

control, lateral stability control, and handling performance improvement, while considering multiple 

safety constraints. The control performance was evaluated through co-simulation with 

MATLAB/Simulink and CarSim, demonstrating efficient optimization and enhanced vehicle stability.  

2.2.3 HVC Using Adaptive MPC 

Both linear and nonlinear MPC rely on accurate predictive models, and when these models are not 

perfectly known or are subject to changes, their performance can degrade. Adaptive MPC is introduced 

to overcome these limitations by continuously updating the predictive model during operation. In [45], 

an adaptive MPC scheme was proposed for autonomous vehicles. The proposed controller utilized a 

holistic structure with a decoupled linear integrated model to ensure real-time performance. A weight 

adaptive mechanism was introduced to improve handling ability in various driving conditions, 

including extreme conditions. A multi-model adaptive law was designed to address uncertainties in tire 

cornering stiffness. Numerical results demonstrated the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed 

control method in both normal and extreme driving conditions. The holistic structure, weight adaptive 

mechanism, and multi-model adaptive law contribute to excellent performance and road safety. 

Focusing on the problem of rollover instability in commercial vehicles under extreme steering 

conditions, Zhou et al. [46] used adaptive MPC with time-varying weights and constraints to control 

the roll stability of the vehicle. A layered control strategy was proposed to address the influence of 

wheel lifting on roll dynamics, incorporating engine torque limit, differential braking, and active front-

wheel steering. The algorithm improved roll angle estimation accuracy and robustness, and 
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incorporated driver behavior in roll stability control. Hardware-in-loop tests validated the effectiveness 

of the proposed algorithm in preventing vehicle rollover. 

In [47], the authors presented an adaptive MPC scheme for improving yaw stability in four-wheel-

independently-actuated electric vehicles. An autoregressive with exogenous input model was 

developed for vehicle prediction, and its time-varying parameters were identified using an unbiased 

estimation system based on instrumental variable method. The adaptive MPC scheme was proposed for 

direct yaw moment control, and a multi-objective optimization method was used for torque allocation. 

Simulation results demonstrated that the proposed scheme achieved smoother yaw rate signal, reduced 

computational time, and improved vehicle stability compared to conventional dynamics-model-based 

MPC.  

Lin et al. [48] proposed an adaptive MPC for path tracking in changing working conditions that 

incorporated estimators for tire cornering stiffness and road friction coefficient, as well as a control 

parameter selection module. The estimated parameters were used to update the vehicle model and road 

adhesion constraints, improving path tracking accuracy and stability. Simulation results demonstrated 

the effectiveness of the proposed controller in adapting to changing working conditions, particularly 

speed and road conditions.  

In [49], an adaptive MPC strategy was proposed for path following in four-wheel independent drive 

automated vehicles. The strategy included an estimator for real-time estimation of tire cornering 

stiffness, a modified tube-based MPC method for path following under disturbances, and a torque 

distribution algorithm for generating compensation yaw moment. Simulation and experimental results 

demonstrated that the proposed strategy improved path following accuracy by 41.6% and 60% 

compared to traditional MPC and LQR methods, respectively. The strategy also ensured vehicle 

stability during severe maneuvers. 

Liang et al. [50] proposed a novel control approach that combines two adaptive MPC techniques to 

improve the longitudinal and lateral motion control of a vehicle. The scenario adaptive MPC 

automatically decided the local motion behavior (e.g., driving along the global path, car-following, 

lane-change) to ensure road safety and desired velocity requirements. The weight adaptive MPC tracked 

the global path and conducted lane-change maneuvers based on the scenario adaptive MPC command. 

Case studies demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in complex driving conditions. 

However, the algorithm was not personalized for different driving styles and expanded to handle off-

road and crossroad scenarios. 
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The authors in [51] developed an adaptive MPC for traction control. In the research, the prediction 

model consisting of wheels and vehicle longitudinal dynamics was discretized using a semi-implicit 

Euler approximation. The maximum coefficient of friction was estimated by a sensitivity-based joint 

Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) with a highly nonlinear two-track vehicle model representing 

longitudinal and lateral as well as roll and pitch dynamics. Experiments were carried out with a 

Volkswagen Golf GTE plug-in hybrid electric vehicle at full throttle maneuvers on low friction road 

conditions. The results showed that the simultaneous estimation of the maximum coefficient of friction 

using UKF and the adaptive control of the wheel slip resulted in significantly improved traction control 

performance.  The authors in [52] designed an adaptive MPC for speed control of heavy-duty vehicles 

by coordinating the use of compression brakes and friction brakes on downhill slopes. A Recursive 

Least Square (RLS) scheme with forgetting was applied to the controller to update the estimates of 

vehicle mass and road grade at each sampling time. Simulation results showed that the speed tracking 

performance was improved noticeably, and the oscillatory behavior of speed control observed in regular 

MPC was reduced.  

While adaptive MPC has been an active area of research, based on the literature review, the focus has 

primarily been on adapting model parameters and updating the control model in real-time based on 

online data. However, there is relatively less research on adapting the prediction horizon for MPC. The 

prediction horizon in MPC refers to the length of the future time steps over which the controller predicts 

the system's behavior and calculates the optimal control actions. An adaptive prediction horizon would 

involve dynamically adjusting the length of this prediction window based on real-time data and system 

conditions. In this study, this will be investigated in the context of vehicle stability control. 

2.3 Learning MPC 

Traditional MPC schemes discussed above are of no learning capability or limited learning capability 

(e.g., adaptive MPC), and they are facing challenges to modeling emerging complex systems, especially 

those with uncertainties. In recent years, successes of machine learning technologies in many 

application domains [53-59], as well as the availability of increased sensing and computational 

capabilities in modern control systems [60-67], have raised a growing interest in data-driven learning- 
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Figure 2.4: Integration of machine learning in MPC 

based control techniques [68]. However, learning by itself cannot ensure safety and stability. The 

learning MPC scheme, which integrates machine learning techniques into the robust MPC framework, 

is becoming a hot spot of research in automatic control areas. There are diverse research areas 

depending on where the machine learning (ML) takes place in the MPC structure. They include learning 

the prediction model, learning control laws, utilizing learning in state estimation, and utilizing MPC 

for safe learning, shown as Figure 2.4. 

2.3.1 Learning the Prediction Model 

The performance of traditional MPC relies heavily on sufficiently accurate prediction models which 

typically use physical principles as representations of the system dynamics. In some systems, obtaining 

an accurate and computationally efficient model for prediction may be challenging due to the 

complexity of the underlying dynamics. Learning the prediction model using machine learning 

techniques allows for approximating complex system behaviors and making accurate predictions 

without the need for explicit model equations. Many real-world systems exhibit nonlinear behavior and 

uncertainties that are difficult to capture with traditional analytical models. Learning-based approaches 

can effectively handle such nonlinearity and uncertainty, providing more accurate and robust 

predictions for control. There are some studies focusing on learning the prediction model.  

In [69], the authors focused on the development of a learning-based nonlinear MPC approach that 

emphasized the use of data-based models, rather than fixed physical models. The proposed approach 

utilized nonlinear prediction models based on the Nonlinear Set Membership (NSM) learning method 
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and considered an online learning setting where the learning model is updated repeatedly during the 

controller runtime. The advantages of using these data-based models were highlighted for robust 

stability, recursive feasibility, and improved control performance. By utilizing these models, the 

approach achieved better closed-loop performance while ensuring stability and feasibility, even in the 

presence of estimation errors. 

The authors in [8] proposed a provably safe and robust learning MPC framework. The main insight of 

this learning MPC structure is that safety and performance can be decoupled by maintaining two models 

of the system. The first one is an approximate model with bounds on its uncertainty, and the second 

one is an updated model by statistical methods. With theoretical proof, performance is improved by 

solving an optimization problem using the second model with learning capabilities, as well as the safety 

and robustness can be guaranteed by checking whether the same control inputs keep the first model 

with bounds stable when it is subject to uncertainties. In [10], the authors implemented this learning 

MPC for an Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system, and experiments showed that 

the learning MPC method saved an estimated 30%-70% of energy. In [70], they presented the 

robustness of this learning MPC structure to mis-learning through experiments using a quadrotor to 

catch a ball thrown with an unknown trajectory.  

The authors in [71, 72] presented a learning-based nonlinear MPC algorithm for an autonomous mobile 

robot to reduce path-tracking errors over repeated traverses along a reference path. The proposed 

learning MPC algorithm used a simple robot model as a priori and a learned disturbance model to 

capture the uncertainties. Gaussian process regress (GPR) was used to model disturbances based on 

experience collected during previous traversals as a function of system states, control inputs, and other 

variables. Two experiments on two significantly different robots demonstrated the system's ability to 

handle unmodelled terrain and robot dynamics and also to interpolate and extrapolate from learned 

disturbances. The experimental results showed that the learning MPC approach was flexible and 

effective at reducing path-tracking errors based on learned experience, as well as robust and safe by 

applying restricted constraints to the mean predicted sequence.  

Here are some areas of research where learning MPC is being explored in the context of vehicle control. 

The authors in [73] proposed a two-layer learning MPC method for yaw stability control, addressing 

the model-vehicle mismatch challenge. The upper layer used Gaussian Process regression to 

compensate for model mismatch, while the lower layer distributed braking torque based on a new 

weight distribution rule. Simulation results showed that the proposed method improved stability 
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tracking and reduces energy consumption compared to traditional methods. Kabzan et al. [74] presented 

a learning-based MPC approach for autonomous racing, using GPR to enhance a simple nominal model 

and improve racing performance. Constraints were dynamically tightened based on residual uncertainty 

to ensure safe driving behavior. Data points for GPR predictions were selected online using an 

information gain criterion, enabling continuous learning. Testing on a full-size AMZ driverless car 

showed a 10% reduction in lap times while maintaining safety. 

2.3.2 Learning the Control Laws 

While the prediction model is a key element for MPC, other elements in the control systems, such as 

the cost function and constraints, also play an important role in the control performance. There are some 

studies focusing on learning control laws. In [75], the authors proposed a framework to augment an 

existing MPC design with active learning that is achieved by employing a user-defined learning cost 

function with the aim to improve model knowledge and reduce uncertainty through model adaptation. 

The framework is applicable to various nonlinear MPC designs and ensures desired performance 

bounds for the resulting closed loop. The practicality of the proposed approach is demonstrated using 

a numerical example.  

Since a closed-form expression of the control performance as a function of controller parameters of 

MPC is typically not available, in a traditional MPC, selecting such controller parameters is nontrivial 

and usually accomplished by trial and error. This makes such a problem ideal for the application of 

learning techniques. The authors in [76] presented a new approach to tune the parameters in MPC using 

machine learning techniques. In their study, data-driven Bayesian optimization was used to tune the 

prediction horizon in MPC. Numerical simulation for a pendulum on a cart showed that using this 

approach, the prediction horizon can be optimized from data, and satisfactory controllers can be 

designed with no knowledge of the system dynamics.  

The authors in [77, 78] proposed a reinforcement learning (RL) approach to select control parameters 

in MPC for robot control. Finite Action-Set Learning Automata (FALA), a theme of the RL techniques, 

was used to tune the weighting parameters in the MPC cost function. Experiments were conducted on 

both ground and aerial robots using this approach, and the results showed that the overall number of 

parameters that needed to be tuned in MPC was reduced. 
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2.3.3 Using MPC for Safe Learning 

While machine learning techniques have shown great potential in many areas, the transfer of machine 

learning techniques into real-world applications, especially safety-critical systems, is challenged due to 

that most of them cannot ensure that safety constraints under physical limitations are met. MPC 

techniques can be used to address such a problem due to its robust structure that explicitly considers 

constraints for states and control inputs. The main idea of this line of research is to decouple the 

optimization of the cost function, which can be solved using machine learning techniques, from the 

requirement of constraint satisfaction, which is addressed using MPC. As pure learning-based 

algorithms, such as RL, do not directly consider hard system constraints on states and outputs during 

exploration of different control actions or policies, MPC is utilized to enforce these constraints. 

Currently, the implementation of this method has been limited to simulation studies, including chemical 

process and automotive. Although this method has not yet been widely used, it has the potential to 

address the safety issues associated with learning-based controllers, particularly in safety-critical 

industries. 

Previous research has discussed the use of machine learning to enhance MPC performance or 

compensate for its drawbacks. This section presents a combination of MPC and machine learning, in 

which MPC facilitates learning-based controllers to ensure constraint satisfaction. Despite the potential 

of learning-based techniques in optimizing control laws, most of these techniques cannot guarantee 

hard safety constraints, which are often critical for engineering applications. As violations of constraints, 

such as plant states and output constraints, can occur during learning iterations, MPC is integrated with 

learning-based approaches to address this limitation [68]. 

Figure 2.5 illustrates the process of combining MPC and machine learning to safely learn a learning-

based controller. In this figure, ,L ku  denotes the plant input from the learning-based control at time k . 

The learning process ensures constraint satisfaction and achieves this by either rejecting ,L ku  or 

modifying it to minimize the difference between ku  and ,L ku . A safety filter, ( ),,S

k L kx u , is then 

obtained through an MPC framework to generate an optimal safe trajectory of ku . 

RL is a commonly used machine learning technique for safe learning, as it enables the control action to 

be learned directly from experiments. However, most RL methods do not explicitly consider state  
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of MPC for a safe learning controller algorithm [36] 

 

Figure 2.6: Example of MPC for safe learning controller for RL [79] 

and input constraints, which has led to different approaches being used to address this issue [79]. For 

instance, in an autonomous vehicle application, a probabilistic MPC-based safe learning filter was 

implemented for RL-based control [79]. The control of autonomous vehicles on a narrow road was 

based on an MPC-based filter and RL-based controller. Figure 2.6 shows the block diagram of the 

MPC-based safe filter used to control double-lane change on the narrow road. The RL-generated 

steering angle and acceleration, 
RL

ku , were modified to safe steering and acceleration, 𝑢𝑘. The authors 

in [79, 80] introduced a model predictive safety filter into an RL controller for nonlinear systems. The 

concept in the study is that the RL controller provides a control input request, which is processed by 

the model predictive safety filter and then applied to the real system. If the control input request from 

the RL controller is deemed unsafe, the model predictive safety filter will modify the control input 
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request to ensure safety. With this model predictive safety filter, a constrained dynamical system can 

be turned into an unconstrained safe system, to which any RL algorithm can be applied. The method 

and its design procedure were illustrated by enhancing a simple RL algorithm with safety certificates 

using a numerical car simulation.  

Based on the literature review, existing learning MPC research often focuses on using machine learning 

in various areas within the MPC framework, such as learning prediction models, control laws, or 

optimizing specific control tasks. There is a potential gap regarding the development of hybrid methods 

that effectively combine traditional model-based approaches with data-driven methods to leverage the 

strengths of the two methods in a unified framework. 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter presents a review of recent studies on vehicle stability control systems using various Model 

Predictive Control (MPC) methods. Adaptive MPC has been used in vehicle control, where the control 

system dynamically adjusts its parameters to accommodate changes in the system or operating 

conditions. It involves updating model parameters, control gains, or constraints based on real-time data 

and feedback, allowing the controller to adapt to variations in the vehicle's dynamics, road conditions, 

or driver behavior. One area where there is a gap for further study in adaptive MPC is the adaptation of 

the prediction horizon. The prediction horizon in MPC represents the length of the future time steps 

over which the controller predicts the system's behavior to optimize control actions. Traditionally, the 

prediction horizon is set to a fixed value, but in dynamic environments or when the system's behavior 

changes significantly, an adaptive prediction horizon may provide significant advantages. While 

traditional MPC has been widely employed in HVC, it faces challenges in modeling complex systems 

with uncertainties due to limited learning capabilities. Learning MPC, which integrates machine 

learning techniques with MPC, is gaining attention as it can further improve control performance by 

learning from data. Existing learning MPC research often focuses on using machine learning in various 

areas within the MPC framework. There is few research regarding the development of hybrid methods 

that effectively combine traditional model-based approaches with data-driven methods to leverage the 

strengths of the two methods in a unified framework. 
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Chapter 3 

Background 

 In this chapter, the background for the proposed hybrid learning MPC approach is being presented. 

The chapter has been structured as follows: Firstly, MPC theory is introduced. Then, a general learning 

MPC is presented. Nonparametric machine learning and kernel regression techniques, as well as 

Gaussian process regression, are formulated. 

3.1 Model Predictive Control Theory 

Feedback controllers (also called closed-loop controllers) compare a reference with a measured variable 

determining a suitable value for the manipulated variable on the basis of the resulting deviation, shown 

as Figure 3.1. The PID controller is renowned as the most widely recognized feedback controller in 

industrial applications due to its exceptional significance and extensive utilization [81]. However, 

finding a suitable parametrization, particularly for nonlinear or time-variant systems, can often be 

challenging, despite the existence of various setup rules [82]. 

 

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of a classical feedback control loop (e.g., PID control) [83] 

 

Figure 3.2: Simplified block diagram of a MPC-based control loop [83] 
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of model predictive control 

MPC was introduced in the 1980s by several researchers [84, 85]. It operates by repeatedly optimizing 

a mathematical system model in real-time [86]. Using this model, MPC predicts the future behavior of 

the system and incorporates it into the optimization process to determine the optimal trajectory of the 

manipulated variable, as shown in Figure 3.2. While MPC offers an intuitive parameterization by 

adjusting a process model, it requires higher computational effort compared to classical controllers. 

The method's ability to anticipate behavior and consider hard constraints adds significant value in 

controlling real systems. As computational power continues to advance and complex process models 

become more accessible for various systems, MPC now enables the control of previously unimaginable 

systems. 

The philosophy of MPC can be described using Figure 3.3. At each time step, the current system state 

variables are either measured or estimated. Based on these state variables, the prediction model 

generates the predicted output behaviors of the system (the brown line) within the time window, known 

as the prediction horizon. By solving an optimization problem, the MPC controller generates the 

optimal sequence of control inputs (the green line) within the time window, referred to as the control 

horizon. This optimal sequence of control inputs is typically a balanced solution to a predefined cost 

function, considering factors such as the tracking error between the desired trajectory (the red line) and 

the predicted output, the magnitude of control effort, and the smoothness of control inputs. Only the 

first step of the optimal control input sequence is implemented and applied to the system. Then, at the 
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next sample time step, the system state variables are obtained again, and a new optimal sequence of 

control inputs is determined. This process is repeated at each time step to achieve continuous control. 

In order to investigate the MPC problem, a general formulation of a linear time varying dynamic 

system is considered: 

 A B= +x x u  (3.1) 

where x  and u  are the system state and the control input of the system, respectively; A  and B  are 

the state matrix and the control input matrix, respectively. Discretization of the continuous system 

model at sampling time t  will result in: 

 1t t tA B+ = +x x u  (3.2) 

where A  and B  are the discretized state matrix and the discretized control input matrix at sampling 

time t , respectively. Then, the following quadratic cost function over a time horizon pN  is defined 

as: 
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where L  and R  are the weight matrix of the state tracking error and the control effort, respectively;  

( )des t k t+x  is the desired state trajectory, and ( )t k t+x  is the predicted state trajectory by applying 

the control sequence  
k t

u  to the system; X  and U  denote the state and control input constraints, 

respectively.   

3.2 A General Learning MPC Structure 

Learning MPC leverages machine learning techniques to learn the system dynamics directly from data, 

allowing it to handle model uncertainty more effectively. Learning MPC was initially introduced in [21] 

and later used in mainly robotics applications in [7, 71]. To describe learning MPC mathematically, 

one must define three discrete-time models of the system dynamics. The first one is the true system 

dynamics, defined as 
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 ( )1 ,t t t t tA B g+ = + +x x u x u  (3.4) 

where t  denotes time, x and u  are the system state and the control input of the true system, 

respectively; A  and B  are the state matrix and the control input matrix, respectively; g represents 

unmodelled dynamics or disturbance. 

The second model is the nominal system dynamics model, defined as 

 1t t tA B+ = +x x u  (3.5) 

where tx  and  tu  are the system state and the control input of the nominal model, respectively. 

The third model is the learned system dynamics model with the formulation as 

 ( )1
ˆ ˆ,t t t t t tA B+ = + +x x u x uO  (3.6) 

where tx  and ˆ
tu  are the system state and the control input of the learned model, respectively; tO  is 

an oracle that provides corrections to the nominal model by learning the unmodelled dynamics g  

online.   

With these three models, the general structure of learning MPC is defined as [8]: 
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where   is the constructed invariant set, in which any trajectory of the system with initial condition 

chosen from this set and with control remains within the set for any sequence of bounded disturbance 

while satisfying constraints on the state and input, and K  is the feedback gain used to compute  . 

As can be seen from the above mathematical structure, learning MPC maintains two models: a nominal 

model 1t t tA B+ = +x x u  with bounds on system states and control inputs and a learned model 
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( )1
ˆ ˆ,t t t t t tA B+ = + +x x u x uO  with an oracle tO  that can be updated by statistical methods. Its 

performance is optimized by choosing control inputs ˆ
t i+u  that minimize a cost function subject to the 

learned model (rather than the nominal model), while its safety and robustness are ensured by checking 

whether the same control inputs ˆ
t i+u  maintain the nominal model stable when it is subject to 

uncertainties. This innovative decoupled architecture handles the performance and safety criteria 

separately using theories from reachability analysis [87] and from robust MPC [88]. One of the other 

advantages associated with this decoupled structure is that this learning MPC is robust to mis-learning, 

which means that even if the oracle tO  is poorly designed, the robustness is still provably maintained. 

It is argued in [8] that the control performance of learning MPC is typically superior to that of linear 

MPC, and as good as that of nonlinear MPC. However, unlike nonlinear MPC that usually requires the 

expertise of designers to conduct accurate modeling of the nonlinearities of the system and imposes a 

huge computational burden on real-time controllers, learning MPC can use a simple system model and 

leave the work of capturing the modeling errors and uncertainties to statistical tools. In general, learning 

MPC can (a) handle state and input constraints, (b) optimize system performance for a cost function, 

(c) take advantage of statistical tools to learn model uncertainties, and (d) be provably convergent. 

These properties of learning MPC are proved both theoretically [8] and experimentally [7, 70]. 

3.3 Gaussian Process Learning Model 

3.3.1 Nonparametric Machine Learning 

A machine learning algorithm can be classified as either parametric or nonparametric. 

Parametric algorithms have a fixed number of parameters. A parametric machine learning algorithm 

is usually computationally faster, but it makes stronger assumptions about the data distribution; the 

algorithm may work well if the assumptions turn out to be correct, but it may perform poorly if the 

assumptions are wrong. In contrast, nonparametric algorithms use a flexible number of parameters. 

Nonparametric machine learning algorithms are often computationally intractable for large datasets, 

but they usually achieve better performance due to fewer assumptions about the data [89]. 

As a classical machine learning technique, regression is used to find a function representing a set of 

data points as closely as possible. Generally, regression methods can also be divided into two categories, 

parametric regression, and nonparametric regression. In parametric regression models, the mapping 

function ( )y ,x w  from input vector x  to output y  is governed by a weight vector w  obtained using 
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a set of training data during the learning phase. The training data is then discarded, and during the 

prediction phase, the predictions for new inputs are purely based on the learned weight vector w  [90]. 

For nonparametric regression methods, the training data are stored first and then used during the 

prediction phase.  

Nonparametric regression methods are memory-based methods that involve storing the entire training 

set to make predictions for future data points, typically requiring a metric to be defined that measures 

the similarity of any two vectors in the input space [90]. A kernel is a weighting function that assigns 

weights to the neighboring data points based on their distances to the query point where its output needs 

to be predicted. Kernel functions are widely used in machine learning because they allow distance-

based similarity measures that go far beyond the standard Euclidean distance.  

A simple and easy-to-implement nonparametric regression method is the so-called K-Nearest-Neighbor 

(KNN) algorithm. The KNN method uses those observations in the training dataset closest to the query 

point in the input space to make the prediction for the query point. In KNN, an estimation of the 

regression function is calculated as  

 ( ) ( )( )0 0
ˆ Ave i i Kf x y x N x=   (3.8) 

where ( )0kN x  is the set of K points nearest to the query point 0x  and Ave  denotes the average 

function.  

Instead of giving all the neighborhood points an equal weight in the KNN method, the Nadaraya-

Watson regression (NWR) method, also known as kernel regression, assigns weights that die off 

smoothly with distance from the query point [91]. In NWR, the kernel-weighted average is calculated 

as 
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where k  is the kernel function that will be discussed in the next section.  

The performances using KNN and NWR are illustrated in Figure 3.4. In this figure, 100 pairs ix , iy  

are generated at random from the blue curve with Gaussian errors. The red point represents the fitted 
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constant ( )0f̂ x , and the red circles indicate those observations contributing to the fit at a given target 

point 0x . The solid yellow region shows the weights assigned to observations. In the left panel, the 

green curve is the result of applying a 30-nearest-neighbor running-mean smoother to the KNN 

predictions. This smoothing technique helps visualize the overall trend in the fitted values as the target 

point varies along the x-axis. However, it can be observed that the green curve using KNN at different 

values appears bumpy. This is due to the discrete nature of KNN, where the predicted values are 

obtained by averaging the target variable values of the k-nearest neighbors, resulting in local 

fluctuations. In contrast, the right panel shows the performance using NWR. As the target point is 

moved from left to right, points enter the neighborhood initially with weight zero. Then, their 

contribution gradually increases as the target point gets closer to each data point within its 

neighborhood. The green curve in the right panel represents the kernel-weighted average obtained using 

NWR. It can be seen that the fitted function using NWR is continuous and quite smooth. This is a result 

of the continuous weighting scheme in NWR, where weights of nearby observations are assigned based 

on a kernel function, allowing for a smooth transition between neighboring target points. 

 

Figure 3.4: Illustration of kernel regression [91] 
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3.3.2 Kernel Function 

 

Figure 3.5: Examples of basic kernel functions [92]. 

Kernel functions are fundamental components of various machine learning algorithms. These functions 

play a crucial role in capturing the underlying relationships and patterns in data by defining the 

similarity or distance measure between data points. Kernel functions provide a flexible and efficient 

way to transform the input space into a higher-dimensional feature space, where complex relationships 

can be more easily modeled. They allow algorithms to implicitly operate in this feature space without 

explicitly computing the transformed feature vectors, thereby avoiding the computational burden of 

explicit feature expansion. The primary purpose of a kernel function is to measure the similarity or 

dissimilarity between pairs of data points. It takes two inputs and returns a similarity measure or a 

measure of how much the points "look alike." The choice of kernel function depends on the 

characteristics of the data and the learning task at hand. Basic kernel functions include squared 

exponential kernel, and periodic kernel, and linear kernel, shown as Figure 3.5. 

Squared Exponential (SE) Kernel: The SE kernel, also known as the Gaussian kernel or Radial Basis 

Function (RBF) kernel, is one of the most commonly used kernel functions in machine learning 

algorithms. It is known for its ability to capture smooth and continuous relationships between variables. 

The SE kernel is a popular choice for capturing non-linear relationships. It assigns a similarity measure 

based on the distance between data points, with closer points having higher similarity. The kernel 

includes a bandwidth parameter that controls the kernel's smoothness and flexibility. 
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Periodic Kernel: The Periodic kernel is a specialized kernel function commonly used to model data 

that exhibits periodic patterns or periodicity in its underlying structure. It is particularly useful when 

dealing with time series or cyclic data where the periodicity is an essential characteristic. 

Linear Kernel: The linear kernel computes the dot product between two vectors, capturing linear 

relationships between features. It is widely used when the data is believed to be linearly separable. 

3.3.3 Gaussian Process Regression 

Gaussian process regression (GPR) is a powerful nonparametric regression in machine learning and has 

been widely studied in many different fields [71, 72, 93]. A Gaussian process is a collection of random 

variables, any finite number of which have a joint Gaussian distribution [93]. A Gaussian process is a 

generalization of the Gaussian distribution, whereas a Gaussian distribution describes the probability 

distribution of random variables that are scalars or vectors, a Gaussian process governs the probability 

distribution over possible functions that fit a set of data points, which can be loosely thought of as a 

long vector, and each entry in the vector specifying the function value at a particular input [93]. Figure 

3.6 is a visual representation of a Gaussian process model of a one-dimensional test function ( )f   

over the input  , in which the dashed line represents the target function, the red dots are exsiting data 

with observation noise, the blue line shows the mean prediction of the Gaussian process regression with 

the shaded 2  credible region indicating the corresponding uncertainty [94].  

 

Figure 3.6: Illustration of Gaussian process regression in one dimension [94]  
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Compared with other nonparametric regression methods, GPR has several benefits, including: (1) 

working well on relatively small datasets, and (2) being able to explicitly deal with measurement noise, 

and (3) being mathematically explainable, as well as (4) having the ability to provide uncertainty 

measurements on the predictions, which makes it suitable to be used in the learning MPC for vehicle 

control systems.  

Now it is time to formulate the standard Gaussian process model for regression. The regression function 

modeled by a Gaussian process is given as [95] 

 ( ) ( ),p f X KN   (3.10) 

where  1,..., n=X x x  are the n  observed data points, ( ) ( )1 ,..., nf f=   f x x  are the function 

outputs of these data points,  ( ) ( )1 ,..., n   x x =  represents the mean function, and K represents 

the covariance function.  

With some observed data points, the predicted outputs at new test points X  are denoted as f . Then, 

the joint distribution is also Gaussian process and expressed as 
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 (3.11) 

where ( ),k=K X X , ( )* *,k=K X X , and ( )** * *,k=K X X  are covariance matrixes calculated 

using a kernel function ( ),k x x .  

From the joint Gaussian distribution, the conditional distribution of f  can be obtained using the 

marginal and conditional distributions theorem. The result is expressed as  

 ( )T 1 T 1

* * * ** * *, , ,− −−f f X X K K f K K K KN  (3.12) 

In practice, the measured function values are noisy, which can be defined as 

 ( )y f = +x  (3.13) 

where ( )20, n N  is Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance 
2

n . 
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Now, for the test point X , the prediction for its output is given as 

 ( )* *, , mean,covy y X X N  (3.14) 

where the mean function and the covariance function are expressed as 

 ( )
1

T 2

*mean n I
−

= +K K y  (3.15) 

 ( )
1

T 2

** * *cov n I
−

= − +K K K K  (3.16) 

The uncertainty for the predicted mean value is commonly expressed using the 2  credible region, 

also named the 95% credible interval (CI) that is calculated as  

 95% CI 1.96 cov=   (3.17) 

To calculate the covariance matrixes K , K , and K  , a kernel function ( ),k x x  is to be used. The 

most widely used kernel function is the squared exponential (SE) kernel function, also called the 

Gaussian kernel, which is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 1
, exp

2

T

fk x x x x x x
l


 

  = − − − 
 

 (3.18) 

where 
2

f  and l  are hyperparameters. The vertical scale 
2

f  describes how vertically the function 

can span and determines the average distance of the function away from its mean. The horizontal scale  

l   determines the length of the 'wiggles' in the function, and a larger l  generates a smoother function 

while a smaller l  gave a wigglier function.  

The SE kernel is the default kernel for the Gaussian process due to its nice properties. First, it is 

universal and can be integrated into most functions. Secondly, compared with other kernels, it has only 

two hyperparameters 
2

f  and l  that need to be optimized. 

3.3.4 Hyperparameters for GPR 

Hyperparameters are all those parameters of a machine learning model which are not updated during 

the learning and are used to configure either the model or the algorithm used to lower the cost function. 

The hyperparameters 
2

f  and l  in the SE kernel function need to be finely tuned in order  
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Figure 3.7: GPR predictions with different sets of hyperparameters [96]. 

to use the GPR algorithm effectively. As seen in Figure 3.7, the prediction quality of GPR is highly 

dependent on the hyperparameters. Generally, the typical algorithms used for hyperparameters tuning 

in a machine learning model can also be used here for GPR. 

The simplest way to select hyperparameters is by manual search, in other words, trial and error. In this 

method, users try different hyperparameters values based on guessing or domain knowledge and repeat 

this process until they obtain a satisfactory result [97]. Manually tuning hyperparameters typically 

needs sufficient time to get good results, but it will help beginners better understand the effect of 

hyperparameters on the results. Thus, this method will be used in the early phase of this research.   

Another way to tune hyperparameters is to use search-based methods. For the search-based methods, a 

search space must be defined beforehand, setting bounds for all the hyperparameters, and adding some 

prior knowledge on them. In the grid search algorithm, the search space of each hyperparameter is 

discretized, and the total search space is discretized as the Cartesian products of them. Then, the 

algorithm launches learning for each of the hyperparameter configurations and chooses the best at the 

end. Random search is a variation of the grid search algorithm, which randomly samples the search 

space instead of discretizing it with a Cartesian grid. The number of trials must be set to end the 

searching process.  Compared with grid search, the random search usually results in more precisely the 

optima of hyperparameters. Both grid search and random search are easy to implement; however, there 

is no guarantee of finding a local minimum unless the search space is thoroughly sampled.  
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The method of Bayesian optimization can also be used to optimize hyperparameters. Fundamentally, 

Bayesian optimization is a sequential model-based approach to solving the problem of finding a global 

maximizer (or minimizer) of an unknown objective function [98]. Bayesian optimization builds a 

probabilistic proxy model (e.g., Gaussian process) for the objective function, using outcomes of past 

experiments as training data [99]. The entire optimization approach is guided by an acquisition function, 

which defines the following points (i.e., set of hyperparameters) to be evaluated. Bayesian optimization 

is well suited when the function evaluations are expensive, making grid or exhaustive search-based 

methods impractical [100].  

In this study, the hyperparameters are selected based on the maximization of the marginal likelihood as 

given by [93] 

 ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,p y X p y X p X d  =  f f  (3.19) 

where   denotes the hyperparameter vector.  

This can be done by maximizing the log marginal likelihood. The hyperparameter vector 

2

1[ , , , ]d =  can then be obtained as 

 ( )( )opt arg min log ,p y X


 = −  (3.20) 

3.3.5 Feature Selection for GPR 

Feature selection in GPR refers to the process of identifying a subset of input features that are most 

relevant to the prediction task. Feature selection is an important step in GPR to identify the most 

relevant features that contribute to the prediction task. By selecting informative features, model 

interpretability can be improved, computational complexity can be reduced, and prediction accuracy 

can be potentially enhanced. To select features in GPR, the pairwise correlations between the features 

and the target variable should be calculated. Features with high absolute correlation values are likely to 

be more relevant.  

In this study, the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) method is used to identify important variables 

for predictions. PCC was initially introduced by Karl Pearson in 1895 as a measure of the correlation 

between two sets of data in statistics [101]. By definition, PCC is the covariance of the two variables 

divided by the product of their standard deviations, described as 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covariance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_deviations
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where x  and y  are the mean values of the variables x  and y , respectively.  

Thus, PCC is essentially a normalized measurement of the covariance, such that the result always has 

a value between -1 and 1. PCC equals a value of 1 if the two variables are perfectly positively related, 

a value of -1 if they are perfectly negatively related, and a value of 0 if they do not have any relation. 

Figure 3.8 nicely illustrates PCC through scatterplots. A PCC matrix is a table showing correlation 

coefficients for multiple variables. Each cell in the table shows the correlation between the 

corresponding two variables. A PCC matrix is symmetrical, with the same correlation shown above the 

main diagonal and those below the main diagonal. It's important to note that PCC only captures linear 

relationships between variables. If the relationship between the features and the target variable is non-

linear, PCC may not be sufficient for feature selection. In such cases, it might be necessary to consider 

other techniques such as mutual information, nonlinear correlation measures, or model-based feature 

selection methods. 

 

Figure 3.8: Pearson correlations visualized as scatterplots [102] 
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3.4 Summary 

This chapter provides an overview of the background and foundational concepts related to GPR-based 

hybrid learning Model Predictive Control (MPC). First, the fundamental theory of MPC is presented. 

MPC is a control technique that utilizes an optimization framework to solve a dynamic optimization 

problem repeatedly over a finite time horizon. The primary objective is to determine control actions 

that optimize a given performance criterion while satisfying system dynamics and constraints. Then, 

this chapter introduced the concept of learning MPC, which combines the principles of MPC with 

machine learning techniques. Unlike a traditional MPC that typically uses one physics-based prediction 

model, learning MPC maintains two models, a physics-based nominal system dynamics model with 

bounds on system states and control inputs, as well as a data-based learned system dynamics model 

with an oracle that can be updated by statistical methods. With the decoupled structure of learning 

MPC, performance and robust safety are guaranteed. These properties of learning MPC are important 

for developing an evolving vehicle stability control system. Learning MPC aims to enhance control 

performance by leveraging historical data and adaptive learning algorithms. By incorporating machine 

learning models, it becomes possible to capture complex system dynamics and improve predictive 

capabilities. To enable flexible and adaptive modeling in learning MPC, nonparametric machine 

learning techniques are employed. Nonparametric methods do not assume a fixed functional form but 

instead estimate the underlying relationship between input and output variables from data. This chapter 

provides an overview of nonparametric approaches and their advantages in learning MPC applications. 

Compared with parametric machine learning methods, one of the advantages of nonparametric machine 

learning techniques lies in its online learning capability, which is attractive for vehicle control systems 

that usually face uncertainties during practical operations. As a powerful nonparametric regression 

technique, GPR is explained through the formulation, where a prior distribution over functions is 

defined by a mean function and a covariance (kernel) function. GPR offers a flexible framework for 

modeling complex relationships and estimating uncertainties. Besides, GPR works well on small 

datasets, which is important for real-time applications and can provide uncertainty measurements on its 

predictions. These unique characteristics make GPR an ideal choice to be used in learning MPC for 

vehicle stability control systems. The choice of kernel function significantly influences the behavior 

and assumptions made by GPR models. This chapter also discusses various kernel functions commonly 

used in GPR, such as the squared exponential kernel and the linear kernel. Each kernel captures 

different properties of the underlying data, enabling the modeling of diverse system dynamics. 

Optimizing the hyperparameters of GPR models is crucial for achieving optimal performance. This 
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chapter discusses techniques for hyperparameter optimization, which involve tuning parameters such 

as the kernel hyperparameters and noise variance. Approaches like trial and error, grid search, and 

Bayesian optimization are introduced to find the best hyperparameter configuration. Finally, a feature 

selection method for GPR was presented. The feature selection method plays a vital role in GPR-based 

learning MPC by identifying the most relevant input variables. This chapter explores the use of Pearson 

Correlation Coefficient (PCC) as the feature selection method. PCC measures the linear correlation 

between features and the target variable, assisting in the identification of influential features.  
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Chapter 4 

Proposed Hybrid Learning MPC for Holistic Vehicle Control 

In this chapter, a hybrid learning MPC controller for holistic vehicle control (HVC) is developed. This 

chapter is structured as follows. First, the control architecture of the hybrid learning MPC for HVC is 

introduced. Then, the physics-based nominal model and the data-driven learned model are designed. 

Next, the data collection and management method for the learned model is presented, and an 

authentication strategy is proposed to evaluate the models. Finally, the cost function and constraints are 

defined in the hybrid learning MPC for HVC.  

4.1 Structure of Hybrid Learning MPC for HVC  

The proposed hybrid learning MPC structure combines traditional vehicle dynamic models with data-

driven approaches to enhance control performance and adaptability. As Figure 4.1 shows, in this 

general hybrid learning MPC structure, the control strategy incorporates two distinct control paths to 

optimize the control actions. The first path is the physics-based control path, which relies on a nominal 

model of the system derived from first principles or physics-based equations. This model represents the 

fundamental dynamics and characteristics of the vehicle system, providing a reliable baseline for 

control decisions. The second path is the data-based control path, where machine learning techniques, 

such as GPR, are employed to learn from historical data and real-time measurements. This data-driven 

learned model captures the system's behavior from observed data, enabling the controller to adapt and 

improve its predictions based on the actual performance of the vehicle. The hybrid nature of this 

approach allows the controller to combine the strengths of both paths to achieve enhanced control 

performance. The physics-based control path provides stability and robustness through its knowledge 

of system dynamics, while the data-based control path offers adaptability and responsiveness to changes 

in the environment or system behavior. By continuously updating and refining the learned model with 

new data, the hybrid learning MPC can continuously improve its control decisions, making it well-

suited for handling complex and uncertain scenarios encountered in holistic vehicle control 

applications. The proposed hybrid learning MPC controller consists of the following key components: 

Vehicle Dynamic Model: A traditional physics-based dynamic model is incorporated into the MPC 

framework to capture the underlying physics and dynamics of the vehicle system. This model includes 

equations that describe the vehicle's motion, such as longitudinal and lateral dynamics, tire 

characteristics, and vehicle constraints.  
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Data Acquisition and Management: Real-time data from various sensors, such as the wheel speed 

sensor and the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is acquired to provide accurate and up-to-date 

information about the vehicle's state. Data management involves various tasks, such as data 

preprocessing, feature engineering, and data selection for prediction.  

Data-driven Vehicle Modeling: In this component, data-driven machine learning algorithms are 

employed to learn the dynamics of the vehicle. These techniques utilize the collected sensor data to 

estimate the unknown or time-varying dynamics of the vehicle, allowing for accurate representation of 

the vehicle's behavior. In this study, GPR is used in this module. 

Model Authentication: This module focuses on evaluating the credibility and reliability of the 

machine learning model using appropriate evaluation metrics. One of the key advantages of GPR is its 

ability to provide uncertainty estimates. This module evaluates the uncertainty estimates generated by 

the GPR model and ensures they align with the expected level of uncertainty in the problem domain. 

High uncertainty regions should correspond to driving scenarios with sparse data when a traditional 

physics-based model will be used in the prediction.  

Optimization Control Module: The hybrid learning MPC algorithm utilizes the vehicle dynamic 

model, the acquired sensor data, and the learned model parameters to predict the future behavior of the 

vehicle and optimize control actions. This module solves an optimization problem over a finite time 

horizon to determine the optimal control inputs that minimize a defined cost function while satisfying 

constraints. 

Control Actuation Module: Based on the optimized control inputs from the hybrid learning MPC 

algorithm, control actions are generated and translated into actuators, such as TV, DB, or AFS.  

By implementing the hybrid learning MPC structure in the context of HVC, the control architecture is 

visualized in Figure 4.2. The hybrid learning MPC controller receives the desired yaw rate, which is 

computed by a Driver Command Interpreter (DCI) module. The DCI module derives the desired vehicle 

responses based on the driver's inputs, such as the steering angle and the drive torque, along with vehicle 

states obtained from onboard sensors or estimation modules. The hybrid learning MPC controller 

processes this information and calculates the optimal adjustments for the drive torque. These 

adjustments are then integrated with the driver's requests, resulting in modified drive torque  
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Figure 4.1: The general structure of the proposed hybrid learning MPC. 

commands. Finally, adjusted drive torque commands are applied to the vehicle, leading to refined 

control actions that work collaboratively with the driver's inputs to achieve HVC.  

In the hybrid learning MPC controller, a combination of a physics-based vehicle model and a learning-

based model is utilized to forecast vehicle responses for predictive control, distinguishing it from the 

conventional MPC approach that solely relies on a physics-based model for all conditions. The 

learning-based model, unlike the physics-based model, can leverage a wide range of machine learning 

techniques and a vast amount of valuable data gathered from the vehicle to accurately model vehicle 

and tire dynamics, especially capturing nonlinear behaviors beyond the capabilities of the physics-

based model. However, the performance of the learning-based vehicle model is highly contingent on 

the size and effective utilization of the training dataset. To address this, a data management module is 

incorporated, responsible for collecting, updating, and selecting data using statistical tools to enhance 

the learned model's performance. With two vehicle dynamics models in the hybrid learning MPC 

controller, a model authentication module is introduced to evaluate the accuracy of both models and 

select the more reliable one for use in the constrained optimization problem. The authentication process 

ensures that the most dependable model is employed to enhance control effectiveness. In the subsequent 

sections, detailed discussions on these modules will be provided. 
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Figure 4.2: The control architecture of the hybrid learning MPC for HVC 

4.2 Desired Vehicle Responses 

The ideal yaw rate refers to the target rate of rotation around the vertical axis (z-axis) of a vehicle. In 

this study, the theoretically ideal yaw rate for the vehicle is calculated as [25],  
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where L  is the wheelbase of the vehicle, f  is the front steering angle,  u  is the longitudinal velocity, 

and usK denotes the understeer coefficient.   

The understeer coefficient usK  in Equation (4.1) is obtained by  
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where m  denotes the mass of the vehicle;  fC  and 
rC  are the cornering stiffness for each front and 

rear tire, respectively; fl  and rl  are the distance to the vehicle’s center of gravity (CG) for each front 

and rear tire, respectively.  

Inserting Equations (4.2) into Equation (4.1) gives 
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In practice, 
*r  cannot always be obtained due to the limitation of lateral acceleration. Therefore, the 

desired yaw rate is given as 

 ( ) m* * ax
sign min ,des

y
r r r

a

u

 
=  

 
 (4.4) 

where maxya  denotes the maximum lateral acceleration of the vehicle, which depends on road 

conditions.  

4.3 Physics-based Vehicle Model 

4.3.1 Vehicle and Tire Dynamics 

In vehicle control applications, having a suitable and accurate model is crucial for achieving effective 

control performance while keeping computational costs manageable [103]. There are two commonly 

used simplified vehicle models: the kinematic bicycle model and the dynamic bicycle model. The 

kinematic bicycle model provides a relatively straightforward representation of vehicle behavior, 

making it computationally less expensive compared to the dynamic bicycle model. However, the 

kinematic bicycle model may not capture all the essential dynamics, particularly when dealing with 

high-speed cornering and large lateral forces that lead to significant side slip angles in the vehicle's tires 

[104]. On the other hand, the dynamic bicycle model is capable of achieving smaller prediction errors, 

especially under conditions where the vehicle is driven at high speeds and experiences larger tire side 

slip angles, which are typical scenarios in the study of vehicle stability control performance. Therefore, 

given the focus of this thesis on vehicle stability control, where harsh maneuvers with considerable tire 

side slip angles are often encountered, the dynamic bicycle model is chosen as the  
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Figure 4.3: Dynamic bicycle model 

appropriate model for more accurate and reliable control analysis. Its ability to capture the complex 

vehicle dynamics at play during such maneuvers ensures that the control strategy developed based on 

this model can effectively handle challenging stability control scenarios and contribute to improved 

safety and performance in vehicle control systems. 

The dynamic bicycle model is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Using Newton's second law for motion, the 

derivatives of lateral velocity and yaw rate are calculated as 

 
yf yrF F

v ur
m

+
= −  (4.5) 
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where yfF  and yrF  denote the front and rear lateral tire forces, respectively; zI  is the vehicle's 

moment of inertia; cM  represents the adjusted yaw moment. 

The Fiala tire model (also known as the brush model) presented by Pacejka [105] is used to represent 

the lateral tire forces as  
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where C  is the nominal tire cornering stiffness; zF  is the normal load on tires;   is the road friction 

coefficient;   is the slip angle of tires.  

Based on the assumptions that the vehicle is only front steering, the front tire slip angle and the rear tire 

slip angle are calculated as  

 
f

f f

v l r

u
 

+
= −  (4.8) 

and 

 r
r

v l r

u


−
=  (4.9) 

The nonlinearity of the lateral tire force makes the vehicle dynamics model nonlinear. The nonlinear 

tire force is linearized at each time step as an affine function of the current tire slip angle to reduce the 

computational complexity. 

As shown in Figure 4.4, the approximated lateral tire force is given as 

 ( )y yF F C  = − −  (4.10) 
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Figure 4.4: Brush tire model with affine approximation 
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4.3.2 Nominal Prediction Model 

The above dynamic vehicle model can be written in the format of a state-space equation as 

 
= + + +


=

x Ax Bu Dw d

y Cx
 (4.11) 

where    
T

v r=x  denotes the system states vector;  
T

cM=u  denotes the control input vector 

including the yaw moment adjustment 
cM ;  d=w  denotes the uncontrolled input vector including 

the driver steering angle d ;    
T

r=y  denotes the system output vector; A , B , C , D , and d  are 

matrixes which are defined as  
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This continuous model needs to be discretized before it can be used for designing the controller. In this 

thesis, Euler approximation is used to perform the discretization as 
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where T  denotes the sampling time of the controller.  

Therefore, the discrete representation of the nominal prediction model can be written as 
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By adding a learning module 
k

O  to the nominal equations, the discrete representation of the learned 

prediction model can be written as 
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With the definitions of ( ) ( ) ( )  1
T

k k k= −  X x u  and ( ) ( ) ( )1k k k = − −u u u , the incremental 

mode of the above state-space equation is obtained as 
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where the expanded matrixes kA , kB , kD , kd , kO  , and kC  are defined as 
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It is assumed that the steering angle from the driver maintains a constant value within the prediction 

horizon. Therefore, the predicted system states within the prediction horizon can be obtained as  
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And the predicted system output can be obtained as 
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Equation (4.17) and (4.18) can be written in the compact form as 
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4.4 Learning-based Vehicle Model 

4.4.1 Variable Importance Analysis 

In a regression model, some input variables have larger influences on the outputs, whereas others have 

a smaller influence on the outputs. The analysis of variable importance can be useful for determining 

where simulation and experimental efforts should be focused; it is not necessary to spend a lot of effort 

for calculating or measuring variables that do not have a significant effect on the concerned output 

responses. In this study, the important variables for the prediction of lateral velocity and yaw rate are 

identified using both the vehicle dynamics equations and the measure of the Pearson correlation 

coefficient (PCC).   

The vehicle dynamics equations are mathematical models that describe the motion and behavior of a 

vehicle. These equations are derived from the principles of physics and mechanics, considering various 

forces and moments acting on the vehicle during motion. By analyzing these equations, parameters that 

have direct or indirect effects on the lateral velocity and yaw rate can be determined. Based on the 

vehicle dynamics discussed above, the lateral and yaw dynamics of a vehicle can be obtained using a 

linear tire model as 
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This continuous model can be discretized with the Euler approximation as 
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Another approach to predict the lateral dynamics is to use the following kinematic model of the 

vehicle [106]: 

 yv ur a= − +  (4.23) 

This continuous model can also be discretized with the Euler approximation as 

 
1k k k k k

yv v u r T a T+ = − +  (4.24) 

Based on these mathematical equations, it can be noticed that steering angle, vehicle speed, lateral 

acceleration, historical lateral velocity, and historical yaw rate have direct or indirect effects on the 

lateral velocity and yaw rate. 

The variables analyzed for the predictions of 
kv  and 

kr  using the PCC method include steering angle 

1k −
, steering rate 

1k −
, vehicle speed 

1ku −
, lateral velocity 

1kv −
, yaw rate 

1kr −
, longitudinal 

acceleration 
1k

xa −
, and lateral acceleration 

1k

ya −
. The PCC matrices for lateral velocity and yaw rate 

are calculated based on the previously collected dataset on the targeted vehicle and expressed in the 

form of heatmaps, shown in Figure 4.5. The value of 1.00 in the main diagonal going from the top left 

to the bottom right shows that each variable always perfectly correlates with itself. It can be found in 

the figure that steering angle 
1k −
, vehicle speed 

1ku −
, historical lateral velocity 

1kv −
, historical yaw 

rate 
1kr −
, and lateral acceleration 

1k

ya −
 have relatively strong correlations with lateral velocity 

kv  and 

yaw rate 
kr .  

Based on the above mathematical analysis and PCC analysis, the variables that are selected to predict 

yaw rate and lateral velocity include: steering angle, vehicle speed, lateral acceleration, historical lateral 

velocity, and historical yaw rate. 

4.4.2 Data Collection for Training 

A dataset with input features and output responses of the vehicle is collected for training GPR. As 

discussed in the previous subsection, the input features for v  and r  at time step k  are selected as 

 ( ), , , ,k k k k k k

v yu v r a=a  (4.25) 

 ( ), , , ,k k k k k k

r yu v r a=a  (4.26) 
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          (a) PCC matrix for lateral velocity                                   (b) PCC matrix for yaw rate 

Figure 4.5: PCC matrix for lateral velocity and yaw rate. 

In order to predict the vehicle responses that are one step ahead of the current states, the observed 

experience data in a training trip are paired as ( )1,k k

v v−
a  and ( )1,k k

r r−
a  for v  and r , respectively.  

Observations for all sampling times in a trip are collected and organized into two sets of data pairs for 

v  and r as  

 ( ) ( ) 0 1 1, ,j n n

v v vv v−= a a,...,D  (4.27) 

 ( ) ( ) 0 1 1, ,j n n

r r rr r−= a a,...,D  (4.28) 

where n  denotes the number of time-steps during the trip j . 

After j  trips, multiple subsets have been collected. They are combined into two supersets for v  and 

r as 

  1= j

v v v，...,D D D  (4.29) 

  1= j

r r r，...,D D D  (4.30) 

These supersets collected offline are stored in the controller as the training dataset for the online 

prediction of v  and r . Besides, they are automatically updated online to capture the latest information.  
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4.4.3 Data Management for Prediction 

The most prominent drawback of GPR is that it suffers from a cubic time complexity ( )3nO  because 

of the inversion of the n n  kernel matrix, where n  denotes the number of observations [107]. As n  

becomes large, the prediction computation can become exceedingly expensive. To address the 

computational complexity issue with large datasets, an effective approach is to choose a smaller subset 

of observations from the total n  observations and then apply the GPR model to these m  points for 

predictions. This reduced set is referred to as the active set or inducing input set. This approximation 

technique is known as the Subset-of-Data (SoD) method. By employing the SoD method, the 

computational burden is significantly alleviated while still providing reasonably accurate estimates and 

predictions for the GPR model. With a subset comprising m  data points, the time complexity of GPR 

is reduced from ( )3nO  to ( )3mO .   

In the SoD method for GPR, the goal is to select a smaller subset of data points from the original dataset 

to reduce computational complexity while maintaining the model's accuracy. There are various 

strategies for selecting the subset of data points.  

(a) Random Subset Selection: This method involves randomly selecting a subset of data points from 

the original dataset. The simplicity of this approach is a key advantage, as it is easy to implement and 

computationally efficient. However, because the selection is random, there is no guarantee that the 

chosen subset will provide the best representation of the data distribution. In some cases, important 

patterns or characteristics of the data might be missed due to random chance. 

(b) K-means Clustering: In this method, the original dataset is partitioned into K clusters using the K-

means clustering algorithm. Each cluster contains a group of data points that are similar to each other 

in terms of their features. Then, representative points (centroids) are chosen from each cluster to form 

the subset. By selecting centroids, this approach can offer a more structured representation of the data 

and potentially better coverage of the data distribution compared to random selection. However, there 

is a trade-off with K-means clustering. As the dataset size increases, the computational cost of the 

clustering algorithm grows significantly, which can become a limiting factor, especially for large 

datasets. 

The approach in the study involves selecting a subset of data points using a bounding box. This 

bounding box is a rectangular region that encapsulates the original dataset. The bounds of the box are 

determined through calibration for each feature (dimension), likely based on the maximum and 
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minimum values of the features in the dataset. Within the bounding box, a fixed number of 

representative points are chosen to form the subset. These representative points can be selected either 

randomly or using some specific strategies. The selection of the number of points in the subset is a 

trade-off between achieving good model performance and managing computational cost. Selecting a 

smaller number of points reduces computational complexity, but it might not fully capture the data 

distribution and could potentially lead to a loss of model accuracy. On the other hand, selecting a larger 

number of points might improve accuracy but comes with increased computational cost. In the study, 

the 6 nearest data points from the testing point within the bounding box are selected. This means that 

when a new data point needs to be predicted, a bounding box around that point is formed, and then the 

6 data points (if available) from the original dataset that are closest to the testing point within that box 

are selected. The idea is to use the information from these nearby points to make predictions for the 

new data point. Figure 4.6 illustrates an example of this process. In this visual representation, a three-

dimensional feature space is employed to depict the dataset's characteristics. The axes correspond to 

the lateral acceleration, steering angle, and yaw rate parameters. Each black dot within the visualization 

signifies a data point that has been collected and recorded. The red dot represents the current operational 

state known as the query point.  The bounding box is superimposed around the query point. This 

bounding box effectively delineates the region of interest within the feature space. Within this limited 

region of interest, a subset of data points is selected and designated as training points. While this 

approach might be a simple and effective starting point, there are more robust data selection strategies 

that can be studied in the future.  

In the context of online management of data in GPR, when dealing with new data points, a common 

strategy is to handle them differently based on their similarity to existing data points. Specifically, if a 

new data point is sufficiently different from the existing ones, it can be added to the dataset without 

removing any old points. On the other hand, if the new data point is close to one or more existing points, 

the nearest existing point(s) will be replaced to maintain a diverse and representative subset. This 

process can be summarized as follows: 

Checking for Data Similarity: When a new data point becomes available, its similarity to the existing 

data points in the dataset is assessed. This similarity can be measured using a distance metric, such as 

Euclidean distance, depending on the feature space. 
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(a) Dataset visualization at t = 0s 

 

(b) Dataset visualization at t = 10s 

Figure 4.6: Illustration of the data selection method. 
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Different Data Point: If the new data point is significantly different from all the existing data points, 

it is considered a "different" data point. In this case, the new data point can be added to the dataset 

without removing any old points. By doing so, the dataset gradually grows to represent a broader range 

of the underlying data distribution. 

Close to Existing Data: If the new data point is close to one or more existing data points, it is 

considered similar to the existing data, possibly representing redundant or overlapping information. In 

this case, one or more of the existing data points can be replaced by the new data point to maintain a 

compact yet representative subset. 

Adding and Removing: The new data point replaces the nearest existing data point(s) in the dataset. 

The choice of how many data points to replace depends on the specific strategy and the desired size of 

the dataset. For example, if you want to maintain a fixed-size dataset, you can replace the nearest point 

only. If you have a flexible dataset size, you can replace multiple nearest points. 

This approach ensures that the dataset adapts to new information efficiently. It retains diverse and 

essential data points while avoiding excessive redundancy. By continuously monitoring the data points' 

similarity and updating the dataset accordingly, the GPR model can maintain its accuracy and 

generalization capabilities over time as the underlying data distribution evolves. 

4.5 Model Authentication 

As discussed above, the learning MPC structure maintains two models: (1) the physics-based nominal 

vehicle dynamics model and (2) the data-driven learned vehicle dynamics model. The nominal physics 

model is typically robust by complying with the laws of physics but usually lacks the nonlinear and 

unmodelled behavior of the vehicle. The learned model can evolve as more experience data is observed, 

but its performance highly depends on the training or data availability. One of the beauties of the 

learning MPC method is that it provides the flexibility to select the proper one that has higher accuracy 

and robustness at each control interval.  

In this study, a model authentication strategy is created to evaluate the credibility of both models and 

choose the proper one to be used for the predictions at each control interval. The model authentication 

strategy mainly considers the necessity to use the learned model, the reliability of the learned model, 

and the accuracy of the learned model. As discussed in the background chapter, GPR provides not only 

point predictions but also uncertainty estimates in the form of credible intervals. Credible intervals 

represent a range of values within which the true value of the output is likely to lie with a certain 
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confidence level. GPR model’s uncertainty quantification can be evaluated using the width of credible 

intervals. Wider credible intervals indicate higher uncertainty, while narrower credible intervals suggest 

a well-performing prediction. In this study, the GPR model will only be used to enhance the prediction 

when the credible interval of GPR is larger than a predefined value, which means the GPR model has 

enough data or confidence.   

4.6 Cost Function and Constraints 

The purpose of solving a typical tracking problem is to find an optimal sequence of control inputs to 

minimize a predefined cost function with constraints. Considerations in the cost function typically 

include: (1) the deviation between the desired system responses and the measured or estimated system 

responses, (2) the effort of control actions, and (3) the chatter of control actions. The cost function in 

this study is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 2 2

1

pN

des

i

kJ k i k i i k i
=

+ − + + + +  += Q R P
Y Y u u  (4.31) 

where desY  is the desired vehicle responses for yaw rate. The first term in the cost function is the 

tracking error of the concerned vehicle responses, the second term is the values of control inputs, i.e., 

torque adjustment 
FLT  and 

FRT , and the last term is the rate of change of the control inputs. Q , R , 

and P  are weighting matrices reflecting the relative importance of the three terms in the cost function. 

The constraints for torque adjustment result from the physical limitations that the propulsion motors 

can apply to the wheels. The constraints for torque adjustment for the front left motor 
FLT and the front 

right motor 
FRT are defined as 

 min max

FL FL FLT T T   (4.32) 

 min max

FR FR FRT T T   (4.33) 

4.7 Summary 

This chapter introduces a novel approach to holistic vehicle control using a hybrid learning Model 

Predictive Control (MPC) controller. The hybrid learning MPC scheme leverages two prediction 

models: a physics-based nominal vehicle dynamics model and a data-driven learned vehicle dynamics 

model. The nominal model incorporates a dynamic bicycle model and a brush tire model to capture the 
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vehicle and tire dynamics. The learned model employs Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) to model 

the uncertainty that the nominal model does not capture. To enhance the accuracy of predictions for 

yaw rate, essential variables were identified using vehicle dynamics equations and Pearson correlation 

coefficient (PCC). Based on mathematical analysis and PCC analysis, the variables that are selected to 

predict yaw rate and lateral velocity include: steering angle, vehicle speed, lateral acceleration, 

historical lateral velocity, and historical yaw rate. To facilitate model selection for predictive control, 

the chapter outlines data collection, updating, and management strategies. A data management strategy 

was developed to retain diverse and essential data points while avoiding excessive redundancy. By 

continuously monitoring the data points' similarity and updating the dataset accordingly, the GPR 

model can maintain its accuracy and generalization capabilities over time as the underlying data 

distribution evolves. Additionally, a model authentication strategy was devised to assess the accuracy 

and reliability of both models. Based on the evaluation results, the controller can choose either the 

nominal or learned model for optimal predictive control. Finally, the chapter elaborates on defining the 

cost function and constraints for HVC. An evaluation of the developed learning MPC controller will be 

presented in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 5 

Simulation and Experimental Verification of Learning MPC  

In this chapter, the performance of the developed hybrid learning MPC controller is evaluated through 

simulation and experiments. A high-fidelity CarSim model is used to represent the vehicle dynamics in 

the simulation. The designed learning MPC controller is implemented in Matlab and evaluated through 

the Matlab/Simulink CarSim co-simulation under a series of driving maneuvers. Experimental 

verification of the developed hybrid learning MPC is also presented.   

5.1 Simulation Model and Verification 

The Matlab/Simulink CarSim co-simulation environment is built to evaluate the designed hybrid 

learning MPC controller, shown as Figure 5.1. To simulate the vehicle dynamics accurately, a high-

fidelity CarSim model was developed specifically for the Chevrolet Equinox, shown as Figure 5.2. The 

main parameters of the vehicle are specified in Table 5.1. These parameters include characteristics such 

as vehicle mass, dimensions, and tire properties. This model considers various factors that influence 

the vehicle's behavior, including tire dynamics, suspension characteristics, and mass distribution. To 

verify the accuracy of the CarSim model, experimental data was collected in a double lane change 

(DLC) maneuver performed on an Equinox testing vehicle.  

 

Figure 5.1: Matlab/Simulink CarSim co-simulation structure for HVC 
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Figure 5.2: Chevrolet Equinox vehicle model in CarSim. 

Table 5.1: Specification of the vehicle in CarSim. 

 

Figure 5.3 illustrates a comparison between experimental data collected from the Equinox testing 

vehicle and simulation results obtained from the CarSim vehicle model. The yaw rate is measured 

through an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit), and the lateral velocity is measured by GNSS (Global 

Navigation Satellite System). The comparison is based on a DLC maneuver performed with a speed 

range from 8 m/s to 12 m/s on a dry road. In the figure, the road wheel steering angle and longitudinal 

velocity profiles applied during both the field test and the CarSim simulation are shown. To verify the 
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accuracy of the CarSim model, the speed and steering angle profiles are kept almost the same as those 

used in the real-world field test. The responses of lateral velocity and yaw rate from the CarSim model 

are compared with those from the real testing vehicle. The comparison demonstrates an acceptable fit 

for both lateral velocity and yaw rate, indicating that the CarSim model accurately captures the vehicle's 

dynamic behavior during the DLC maneuver.  The relatively large difference observed in lateral 

velocity between the CarSim vehicle model, and the real testing vehicle can be attributed to several 

factors. One major factor is the variations in road conditions and tire parameters between the simulated 

environment and the real-world testing scenario. In the CarSim model, the road conditions and tire 

parameters are typically based on theoretical assumptions or simplified data. On the other hand, in real-

world testing, road surfaces can be highly variable, with different levels of roughness, friction, and 

irregularities that can significantly affect the vehicle's lateral dynamics. Additionally, accurately 

measuring and modeling the tire behavior and properties, such as tire slip angles, tire stiffness, and tire-

road interaction, are challenging tasks in field tests due to practical limitations. Furthermore, 

measurement errors in both the experimental data collection and the simulation can contribute to the 

observed differences of lateral velocity. These errors may arise from sensor inaccuracies of GNSS. 

Despite this difference, the agreement between the experimental and simulated results is sufficient for 

the purposes of subsequent simulations and evaluations conducted in this study. Overall, the developed 

CarSim vehicle model provides a satisfactory level of accuracy, allowing it to be used effectively in 

further simulations and evaluations. 

5.2 Flick Maneuver Simulation 

In this simulation, a flick maneuver on a wet surface is used to evaluate the performance of the 

developed hybrid learning MPC for HVC. Figure 5.4 illustrates the steering input and the speed of the 

vehicle in the flick maneuver, which is commonly employed to induce a vehicle to drift without using 

acceleration or braking. The road surface is slippery, with a friction coefficient (μ = 0.5). In this driving 

scenario, the vehicle speed is maintained at the same speed of 60 km/h. The driver steers to the right 

and immediately counter steers while maintaining the position of the steering wheel. The main goal of 

this driving scenario was to evaluate the performance using the developed hybrid learning MPC control 

theory compared to the case using a conventional MPC and the case without MPC control. 
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(a) Road wheel angle and longitudinal velocity 

       

(b) Lateral velocity and yaw rate response 

Figure 5.3: CarSim model verification under a DLC maneuver. 
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Figure 5.4: Vehicle speed and steering wheel input in flick maneuver on wet surface. 

 

Figure 5.5: Yaw rate tracking in flick maneuver on wet surface. 
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Figure 5.6: Vehicle sideslip in flick maneuver on wet surface. 

The yaw rate responses and the vehicle sideslip angle during a flick maneuver are shown in Figure 5.5 

and Figure 5.6, respectively. The first observation from the figure is that in the controller-off mode, the 

yaw rate tracking error was relatively large. This suggests that without any control intervention, the 

vehicle's yaw rate deviated significantly from the desired value during the maneuver. Additionally, the 

vehicle sideslip response indicates that the vehicle was unstable in this case, as the sideslip angle (the 

angle between the vehicle's velocity vector and its longitudinal axis) was likely too large. In contrast, 

both the conventional MPC and the hybrid learning MPC demonstrated desirable yaw rate tracking 

responses. They were able to closely track the desired yaw rate signal during the flick maneuver. 

Furthermore, the vehicle sideslip response shows that the vehicle was stable, with the sideslip angle 

remaining below 5 degrees. This indicates that the control systems effectively stabilized the vehicle's 

motion during the maneuver. When comparing the conventional MPC with the hybrid learning MPC, 

some significant differences were observed. The learning MPC controller resulted in a smaller yaw rate 

tracking error and a smaller vehicle sideslip angle compared to the conventional MPC. This suggests 
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that the hybrid learning MPC approach outperformed the conventional MPC in terms of yaw rate 

tracking and stability during the flick maneuver. Moreover, the hybrid learning MPC also showed a 

smaller settle time to track the desired yaw rate when the driver's steering angle remained constant after 

2 seconds. Settle time refers to the time it takes for the system to reach and maintain the desired yaw 

rate after a change in the input signal. The shorter settle time in the hybrid learning MPC indicates a 

faster and more responsive control system, leading to improved tracking performance. 

 

(a) Torque adjustment with controller off 

 

(b) Torque adjustment with conventional MPC 
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(c) Torque adjustment with learning MPC 

Figure 5.7: Torque adjustment in flick maneuver on wet surface. 

In this study, a front torque vectoring (TV) system was employed as the actuation system. The TV 

system allows for independent adjustments of torque to the front left and front right wheels of the 

vehicle. Figure 5.7 illustrates the torque adjustments applied to these wheels under different control 

modes. In Figure 5.7(a), it is evident that there are no torque adjustments made when the controller is 

in the off mode. This suggests that the front torque vectoring system remains inactive, and no torque 

distribution modifications occur during this mode. In Figure 5.7(b), the torque adjustments using a 

conventional MPC strategy are presented. The results indicate how the conventional MPC makes torque 

adjustments to the front wheels based on control inputs and the vehicle's state to achieve the desired 

yaw rate tracking during the maneuver. It is noticeable that the torque adjustments produced by the 

conventional MPC are relatively larger in magnitude, resulting in higher yaw moments. This implies 

that the conventional MPC tends to apply more significant interventions in response to the vehicle's 

dynamic behavior. On the other hand, Figure 5.7(c) illustrates the torque adjustments generated by the 

hybrid learning MPC approach. Comparing the results from the hybrid learning MPC with the 

conventional MPC, it becomes evident that the torque adjustments produced by the learning-based 

controller are smaller in magnitude, resulting in reduced yaw moments. This indicates that the hybrid 

learning MPC exerts less unnecessary intervention in response to the driver's input and the vehicle's 

motion, leading to more efficient energy consumption. Moreover, the results from the hybrid learning 

MPC reveal a more proactive control behavior compared to the conventional MPC. The torque 
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adjustments peak with a faster response to the vehicle's yaw rate tracking error. This suggests that the 

learning-based controller is capable of promptly detecting deviations from the desired yaw rate and 

applying appropriate torque adjustments to correct the deviation in a more timely manner.  

 

(a) Yaw rate predictions at each iteration with conventional MPC  

 

(b) Yaw rate predictions at each iteration with learning MPC  

Figure 5.8: Yaw rate predictions at each interaction in flick maneuver on wet surface. 

As discussed in previous sections, a notable prediction error arises due to inaccuracies in the 

mathematical model or the linearization of the model within the MPC control scheme. While MPC 
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employs feedback to iteratively update predictions in the predictive horizon to mitigate cumulative 

errors, an inherent predictive error still persists in relation to the actual response. Reducing modeling 

errors through learning techniques is a significant step towards enhancing control performance. To 

address this, GPR is implemented to estimate the model predictive error of yaw rate, that is, the 

difference between the real and the predictive yaw rate of each computation iteration of MPC. Figure 

5.8 shows the predictions of yaw rate at each computational iteration and the real yaw rate feedback. It 

can be observed that the model in the conventional MPC tends to overpredict the dynamics of yaw rate 

as it uses the default setting of the road friction efficiency of 1.0, while the real road friction efficiency 

is 0.5. This mismatch of the road condition parameters leads to the prediction error of the conventional 

physics-based vehicle model, resulting in degraded control performance of the MPC. Furthermore, the 

figure demonstrates that the prediction error in the learning MPC is comparatively smaller than that in 

the conventional MPC. This is attributed to the introduction of a learning term into the physics-based 

vehicle model to counteract prediction errors. As the learning model accumulates more data during 

simulation, the prediction error is continually mitigated. Interestingly, under the learning MPC control 

mode, a notable deviation arises between the predicted yaw rates and the measured yaw rate when the 

driver's steering angle undergoes significant changes, such as around the 2-second mark. This deviation 

arises because the GPR utilized in this study exclusively learns from vehicle states and doesn't take into 

account the driver's intentions or inputs. 

5.3 Experiment Vehicle and Test Track 

The test vehicle utilized for this study is a Chevrolet Equinox electric vehicle from the Mechatronics 

Vehicle System Lab (MVSL) at the University of Waterloo. The vehicle is depicted in Figure 5.9, and 

its detailed specifications are listed in Table 5.2. This particular vehicle is designed as an all-wheel 

drive (AWD) model, featuring four electric motors, one mounted on each corner of the vehicle. The 

focus of this study involves torque vectoring on the front axle, while propulsion torque is applied 

through the two motors located on the rear axle.  

An essential data collection setup is integrated into the vehicle. A 6-axis IMU sensor captures crucial 

information regarding the vehicle's acceleration, orientation, and angular rates. Additionally, wheel 

speed and torque sensors record rotational speed and force exertion for each individual wheel. To 

measure the vehicle's longitudinal and lateral velocities accurately, a high-definition Global Navigation 

Satellite System (GNSS) is utilized. The developed learning MPC is implemented using MATLAB. 

The controller operates on a laptop computer through the MATLAB/Simulink desktop real-time 
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environment and establishes communication with other vehicle controllers via a Controller Area 

Network (CAN) bus. The experimental setup is shown as Figure 5.10. To ensure precise and replicable 

steering maneuvers for the purpose of comparing the performance of various control modes, a robotic 

steering system with a predefined steering profile as input was employed. The longitudinal speed of the 

vehicle is managed by a skilled technician from the MVSL. To simulate low-traction road conditions, 

a wet sealer is applied, shown in Figure 5.11.  

 

Figure 5.9: Test vehicle used in the experimental verification. 

 

Figure 5.10: Experimental setup diagram of the test vehicle 
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Table 5.2: Experimental vehicle specification 

 

 

Figure 5.11: Test track used in the experimental verification. 
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5.4 Double Lane Change Maneuver Experiment 

In this experimental study, the controller is being tested using a DLC input. The test is conducted at a 

constant vehicle speed of 50 km/h on a wet surface. The purpose of the test is to compare and verify 

the control performance when using different types of control modes: without the MPC controller, with 

a conventional MPC controller, and with the developed hybrid learning MPC controller. The driver 

steering input and the vehicle speed are shown in Figure 5.12. It can be noticed that this is a harsh 

driving maneuver with an approximate amplitude of 200 degrees of steering wheel angle on a wet road, 

which is to push the vehicle dynamics to the limit in order to evaluate the performance of the learning 

MPC. Despite small discrepancies, the controlled and uncontrolled maneuvers are conducted in the 

same way.  

Figure 5.13 presents the yaw rate tracking performance of the testing vehicle across the three different 

control modes. The comparison is illustrated using two lines on each graph: a dotted red line represents 

the desired yaw rate, while a solid blue line represents the actual yaw rate achieved by the vehicle. In 

the initial scenario shown in Figure 5.13(a), referred to as the uncontrolled maneuver, the vehicle's 

ability to track the desired yaw rate is noticeably inadequate. This deficiency is highlighted by the 

significant maximum yaw rate tracking error of 0.8 radians per second (rad/s). The disparity between 

the desired and actual yaw rates implies that the vehicle struggles to maintain the intended turning 

behavior. Upon introducing a conventional MPC controller into the system, as depicted in Figure 

5.13(b), the yaw rate tracking performance undergoes an improvement. The conventional MPC 

controller aids the vehicle in better aligning its yaw rate with the desired value. Consequently, the yaw 

rate tracking error diminishes to approximately 0.5 rad/s. This reduction signifies an enhancement in 

the vehicle's ability to follow the intended yaw rate trajectory, thereby resulting in smoother and more 

accurate turning motions. Furthermore, in Figure 5.13(c), the utilization of the hybrid learning MPC 

takes the yaw rate tracking performance a step further. With the learning MPC strategy in action, the 

yaw rate tracking error experiences a further reduction, now limited to a maximum of 0.3 rad/s. This 

outcome showcases the effectiveness of incorporating machine learning techniques into the control 

framework.  
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Figure 5.12: Vehicle speed and steering wheel angle during the DLC maneuvers. 

 

(a) Uncontrolled 
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(b) Conventional MPC  

 

(c) Learning MPC  

Figure 5.13: Comparative analysis of yaw rate tracking during the DLC maneuvers: (a) 

uncontrolled (b) conventional MPC (c) learning MPC. 

Figure 5.14 presents a visual representation of the vehicle sideslip angle under different control modes, 

highlighting how these modes affect the vehicle's stability. In the uncontrolled maneuver, a sideslip 

angle of around 15 degrees is observed, as shown in Figure 5.14(a), which suggests that the vehicle is 

experiencing significant sliding or skidding. In Figure 5.14(b), the introduction of a conventional MPC 

reduces the maximum vehicle sideslip angle to 12 degrees. This reduction in sideslip angle indicates 
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improved stability compared to the initial scenario without MPC, but there is still room for 

enhancement. In Figure 5.14(c), the hybrid learning MPC has been applied, resulting in a further 

reduction in the vehicle sideslip angle to below 8 degrees. This improvement signifies a higher level of 

stability and control compared to both the initial unstable state and the conventional MPC case. The 

alignment between the improved sideslip angle and yaw rate tracking performance suggests that the 

learning MPC not only reduces the sideslip angle but also enhances the vehicle's ability to follow the 

desired yaw rate, resulting in smoother and more controlled motions. The torque adjustments of the 

three control modes in this scenario are shown in Figure 5.15. Compared with the mode without the 

MPC and the mode with the MPC, it can be seen that the MPC controller generates yaw moment to 

reduce the overshot of yaw rate tracking. In the learning MPC mode, the controller responds more 

proactively to deviation of the actual yaw rate from the desired one. A similar trend to the previous 

driving scenario is seen in this simulation case study as well. As discussed, this can be interpreted as a 

more accurate yaw rate prediction due to the learning method used.  

In the given scenario, Figure 5.15 presents how torque adjustments are utilized by various control 

modes to manage the vehicle's yaw rate and enhance stability. Figure 5.15(a) depicts the scenario where 

no specific control mechanism is actively adjusting the torque applied to the wheels. In this case, the 

vehicle's behavior is likely to be erratic and potentially unsafe, as there is no regulation of yaw rate or 

stability through torque interventions. The visualization in Figure 5.15(b) illustrates the torque 

adjustments made by the conventional MPC in response to the vehicle's behavior. The primary goal of 

these adjustments is to minimize the overshooting of the yaw rate tracking. The torque interventions 

generated by the conventional MPC are aimed at curbing any excessive yaw rate deviations. Figure 

5.15(c) presents the torque adjustments performed by the learning MPC. Compared to the conventional 

MPC, the learning MPC is observed to respond more proactively to deviations between the actual and 

desired yaw rates. This responsiveness suggests that the learning MPC is able to predict and anticipate 

yaw rate deviations more accurately, likely due to its learning mechanism. The description highlights 

that the torque adjustments made by the learning MPC are not only more proactive but also less 

pronounced in magnitude compared to those of the conventional MPC. This indicates that the learning 

MPC is able to fine-tune its torque interventions more precisely. The decreased magnitude of torque 

interventions suggests that the learning MPC is eliminating unnecessary and potentially destabilizing 

interventions that the conventional MPC might have applied. This efficiency in torque application can 

contribute to smoother vehicle behavior and improved stability during maneuvers.  
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  (a) Uncontrolled  

 

(b) Conventional MPC                  

 

(c) Learning MPC 

Figure 5.14: Comparative analysis of vehicle sideslip angle during the DLC maneuvers: (a) 

uncontrolled (b) conventional MPC (c) learning MPC. 
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(a) Uncontrolled 

 

    (b) Conventional MPC 

 

     (c) Learning MPC 

Figure 5.15: Comparative analysis of torque adjustment during the DLC maneuvers: (a) 

uncontrolled (b) conventional MPC (c) learning MPC. 

5.5 Repeated Double Lane Change Maneuver  

In this experiment, the performance of a developed learning MPC controller is evaluated through three 

repeated DLC maneuvers on a wet surface. The vehicle's speed and steering wheel angle are depicted 

in Figure 5.16, with DLC maneuvers executed at intervals of 5-10 seconds, 41-46 seconds, and 65-70 

seconds at a constant speed of 50 km/h. Despite the need for a U-turn due to track  
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Figure 5.16: Vehicle speed and steering wheel angle in the repeated DLC maneuver. 

limitations, the DLC maneuvers are consistently conducted in the same manner and conditions, 

allowing assessment of the learning MPC controller's real-time learning capabilities for improved 

control during DLC maneuvers.  Throughout the test, a continuous stream of data is collected to capture 

the vehicle's dynamic behavior and responses during the DLC maneuvers. This data is then utilized as 

input for GPR prediction. 

Figure 5.17 illustrates the yaw rate tracking performance of the vehicle under the influence of the 

learning MPC during repeated DLC maneuvers. A closer examination of this figure reveals the dynamic 

changes in yaw rate tracking errors across the three DLC maneuvers and highlights the impact of the 

developed learning MPC control approach. As shown in Figure 5.17, the yaw rate tracking error 

progressively diminishes over the course of the repeated DLC maneuvers. Specifically, the tracking 

error is observed to be reduced in the third DLC maneuver when compared to the first and second DLC 

maneuvers. This decreasing trend in yaw rate tracking error signifies the online learning effect of the 

learning MPC control strategy. The learning MPC system learns from the vehicle's responses and 

interactions during the earlier maneuvers, enabling it to make more informed and accurate control 

decisions in subsequent maneuvers. This adaptation is evidenced by the progressively improved yaw 

rate tracking performance, reflecting the learning MPC's capacity to refine its control strategy over 

time. Additionally, Figure 5.18 complements this narrative by presenting the vehicle's sideslip angle, 

which quantifies the degree of lateral sliding or skidding during the DLC maneuvers. The figure 

showcases a consistent and continuous enhancement in vehicle stability through successive DLC 

maneuvers. In Figure 5.18, the vehicle sideslip angle is observed to undergo a sequence of reductions 
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across the three DLC maneuvers. Specifically, the maximum sideslip angle diminishes from 7.5 degrees 

in the first DLC maneuver to 6.5 degrees in the second, and further down to 4 degrees in the third DLC 

maneuver when utilizing the developed learning MPC. The reduction in sideslip angle aligns with the 

reduced yaw rate tracking error observed in Figure 5.17. This trend underscores the learning MPC's 

ability to progressively minimize the extent of lateral motion and improve vehicle stability over time. 

 

Figure 5.17: Yaw rate tracking in the repeated DLC maneuver. 

 

Figure 5.18: Vehicle sideslip angle in the repeated DLC maneuver. 
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(a) Torque adjustment in the first DLC maneuver 

 

(b) Torque adjustment in the second DLC maneuver 

 

(c) Torque adjustment in the third DLC maneuver 

Figure 5.19: Torque adjustment in the repeated DLC maneuver. 
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The torque adjustments of the three DLC maneuvers in this scenario are shown in Figure 5.19. 

Compared with the first DLC maneuver and the second DLC maneuver, it can be seen that the learning 

MPC controller generates more proactive yaw moments to reduce the yaw rate tracking error. This also 

results in smaller torque intervention. As discussed, this can be interpreted as a more accurate yaw rate 

prediction due to the learning method used.  

In Figure 5.19, the torque adjustments applied during the three repeated DLC maneuvers are presented. 

Comparing the torque adjustments during the first and second DLC maneuvers with those in the third 

maneuver, a distinct pattern emerges. The learning MPC's torque adjustments during the third maneuver 

exhibit a more proactive nature, designed to mitigate yaw rate tracking errors more effectively. This 

responsiveness suggests that the learning MPC, having accumulated more data from the previous 

maneuvers, has refined its control strategy to preemptively counteract deviations in yaw rate. 

Furthermore, an intriguing observation pertains to the quantity and magnitude of torque interventions. 

In the third DLC maneuver, the number of torque interventions is notably reduced, and their magnitudes 

are smaller compared to the first and second maneuvers. This outcome aligns with the observation of 

more accurate yaw rate prediction, a result of the learning mechanism incorporated within the MPC. 

The torque adjustment patterns demonstrated in Figure 5.19 underscore the learning MPC's adaptability 

and its capacity to fine-tune control strategies with accumulating data. 

5.6 Summary 

The chapter presents the verification of the developed hybrid learning model predictive control (MPC) 

strategy to address the challenges in vehicle stability control. The proposed hybrid learning MPC 

combines the strengths of traditional model-based MPC with data-driven techniques, particularly 

Gaussian Process Regression (GPR). GPR is employed to enhance the prediction accuracy of the 

vehicle dynamics model by learning from historical data and real-time sensor measurements. To 

evaluate the efficacy of the proposed approach, comprehensive simulations are conducted using the 

CarSim-Simulink co-simulation environment, allowing for a detailed analysis of vehicle behavior 

under various driving maneuvers. Furthermore, experimental validation is carried out using the Equinox 

EV testing vehicle. The developed hybrid learning MPC with front torque vectoring is put to the test in 

a range of maneuvers, including double lane change (DLC), repeated DLC, and flick maneuver on dry 

and slippery road conditions. The results from both simulation and experimental studies demonstrate 

the superiority of the hybrid learning MPC over conventional MPC and uncontrolled mode. The system 

exhibits enhanced yaw rate tracking, better sideslip control, and improved overall vehicle stability 
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during aggressive maneuvers. The integration of GPR significantly boosts the prediction accuracy of 

yaw rate, enabling more precise and proactive control actions through torque adjustment. By fusing 

model-based predictions with data-driven learning, the proposed control system achieves remarkable 

improvements in yaw rate tracking and vehicle sideslip control. The successful verification through 

both simulations and experimental tests validates its effectiveness and potential for real-world vehicle 

stability applications.   
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Chapter 6 

 

Simulation and Experimental Verification of Adaptive MPC 

In this chapter, an adaptive MPC is developed to optimize the performance of vehicle stability control. 

The developed adaptive MPC controller is implemented in Matlab and evaluated through a 

Matlab/Simulink CarSim co-simulation as well as real vehicle experiments. A high-fidelity CarSim 

model is used in the simulations and a Chevrolet Equinox electric testing vehicle is used for 

experimental evaluations. 

6.1 Proposed Adaptive-Prediction-Horizon MPC 

Integrating learning MPC to enhance model prediction accuracy is a crucial step in improving the 

controller's ability to make accurate predictions based on real-time data. However, even with improved 

predictive accuracy, the standard MPC's fixed prediction horizon might not always be optimal for all 

driving scenarios and conditions. This is where the adaptive prediction horizon comes into play. In 

certain situations, like high-speed driving or sudden changes in road conditions, a longer prediction 

horizon might be beneficial to anticipate and respond to potential challenges. In contrast, during low-

speed urban driving or stable conditions, a shorter prediction horizon might suffice, enabling quicker 

and more agile control responses. 

In this study, an adaptive-prediction-horizon MPC is proposed and implemented, shown as Figure 6.1. 

In this adaptive MPC, the prediction interval is adjusted in real time based on observed vehicle 

behaviors, while the prediction steps are kept the same, which can extend the prediction horizon while 

maintaining the computational cost at the same level. The proposed strategy to adjust the prediction 

interval for the adaptive MPC is as follows: In this strategy, the algorithm monitors the current yaw 

rate and compares it with the maximum allowable yaw rate with a tolerance. If the yaw rate exceeds 

the acceptable limit, the prediction interval is increased to provide the controller more time to respond. 

On the other hand, if the yaw rate is well within the limit, the prediction interval is decreased to focus 

on shorter-term control actions. The increase and decrease factors, as well as the maximum and 

minimum prediction intervals, can be adjusted based on the specific application. 
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Figure 6.1: Proposed adaptive MPC concept diagram. 
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6.2 Double Lane Change Maneuver Simulation  

The developed adaptive MPC was validated using a DLC maneuver within a Matlab/Simulink CarSim 

co-simulation. The test is conducted at a constant vehicle speed of 40 km/h on a wet surface with a 

friction coefficient of 0.4. The objective of this test is to compare and analyze the results obtained from 

employing various control modes: fixed-prediction-horizon MPC with a 10ms prediction interval, 

fixed-prediction-horizon MPC with a 100ms prediction interval, and adaptive-prediction-horizon MPC 

with a prediction interval that alternates between 10ms and 100ms based on the adaptive strategy. The 

graphical representation of the yaw rate response is depicted in Figure 6.2. When employing a relatively 

smaller prediction interval (10ms), the yaw rate closely follows the desired yaw rate, but this can lead 

to notable overshooting or oversteering effects, as shown in Figure 6.2(a). Conversely, when adopting 

a relatively larger prediction interval (100ms), the yaw rate exhibits more pronounced undershoot or 

understeering effects, evident in Figure 6.2(b). These observations highlight that a shorter prediction 

horizon may result in overshoot due to the limited reaction time available. However, it's important to 

note that an excessively long horizon might not always be advantageous, as it can cause the controller 

to react too conservatively. In contrast, the adaptive MPC, which dynamically adjusts the prediction 

interval from 10ms to 100ms as the yaw rate approaches, offers an improved yaw tracking performance 

with a smaller tracking error. This improvement is attributed to the longer prediction interval providing 

the controller with an extended horizon to anticipate approaching limits and more time to formulate a 

controlled response.  

Figure 6.3 illustrates the sideslip angle of the vehicle. As depicted in Figure 6.3(a), the vehicle's sideslip 

angle is notably amplified (4 degrees) when utilizing a shorter prediction interval (10ms) within a fixed 

prediction horizon MPC. Conversely, a prolonged prediction interval of 100ms, showcased in Figure 

6.3(b), yields a reduced sideslip angle of approximately 1 degree. However, this improvement in 

sideslip angle comes at the cost of notable understeering, preventing the vehicle from effectively 

tracking the desired yaw rate. In the context of the adaptive MPC, as displayed in Figure 6.3(c), the 

sideslip angle of the vehicle remains around 2 degrees, signifying a stable region. This outcome 

indicates that the developed adaptive MPC strikes a balance between the extremes of oversteering and 

understeering. By dynamically adjusting the prediction interval, the controller achieves a compromise 

that enhances both sideslip angle and yaw rate tracking performance, leading to a more stable and 

controlled vehicle behavior during this maneuver. 
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(a) Yaw rate tracking with fixed prediction interval (10ms) in MPC 

 

(b) Yaw rate tracking with fixed prediction interval (100ms) in MPC 
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(c) Yaw rate tracking with adaptive prediction interval in MPC 

Figure 6.2: Comparative analysis of yaw rate tracking during the DLC maneuvers: (a) fixed 

prediction interval (10ms) (b) fixed prediction interval (100ms) (c) adaptive prediction interval. 

Figure 6.4 provides an insight into the torque adjustments applied to each front wheel, highlighting the 

application of electric motors as actuators. The figure unveils a distinctive behavior: when a shorter 

prediction interval (10ms) is employed, the torque vectoring intervention occurs relatively late, leading 

to an overshot in yaw rate tracking. Conversely, a longer prediction interval (100ms) prompts the torque 

vectoring to react too early, resulting in an undershoot of the yaw rate tracking. Notably, the adaptive 

MPC controller responds to these challenges through an intelligent strategy. It adjusts the prediction 

interval dynamically, transitioning from 10ms to 100ms as the yaw rate nears its limit value. This 

adjustment facilitates optimal control: when the yaw rate strays from the limit value, the prediction 

interval swiftly reverts to 10ms, preventing premature reactions. This nuanced approach empowers the 

adaptive MPC controller to effectively address the complexities posed by the test scenario. By tailoring 

the prediction interval based on the vehicle's proximity to the yaw rate limit, the adaptive MPC 

controller strikes a balance between timely intervention and accurate yaw rate tracking, leading to 

enhanced overall performance during the maneuver. 
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(a) Sideslip angle with fixed prediction interval (10ms) in MPC 

 

(b) Sideslip angle with fixed prediction interval (100ms) in MPC 

 

(c) Sideslip angle with adaptive prediction interval in MPC 

Figure 6.3: Comparative analysis of vehicle sideslip angle during the DLC maneuvers: (a) fixed 

prediction interval (10ms) (b) fixed prediction interval (100ms) (c) adaptive prediction interval. 
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(a) Torque adjustment with fixed prediction interval (10ms) in MPC 

 

(b) Torque adjustment with fixed prediction interval (100ms) in MPC 

 

(c) Torque adjustment with adaptive prediction interval in MPC 

Figure 6.4: Comparative analysis of torque adjustment during the DLC maneuvers: (a) fixed 

prediction interval (10ms) (b) fixed prediction interval (100ms) (c) adaptive prediction interval.  

6.3 Slalom Maneuver Experiment 

The effectiveness of the developed adaptive MPC was additionally confirmed through practical 

experimental tests conducted on the Equinox testing vehicle. In this specific scenario, the controller's 

performance was evaluated by subjecting it to a sine wave steering input with gradually increasing 

frequency. This assessment took place under consistent conditions, maintaining a steady vehicle  
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Figure 6.5: Vehicle speed and steering wheel angle in the slalom maneuver. 

speed of approximately 60 km/h on a wet surface. The principal aim of this test was to conduct a 

comparative analysis between two scenarios: one involving the adaptive MPC controller and another 

without any MPC controller. The driver's steering input and vehicle speed are depicted in Figure 6.5. 

While slight variations might exist, both controlled and uncontrolled maneuvers were executed 

following similar patterns. Figure 6.6 offers a comprehensive comparison between the yaw rate tracking 

and sideslip angle of the vehicle in both controlled and uncontrolled maneuvers. In the absence of the 

controller, the vehicle's yaw rate exhibits a pronounced trend of surpassing limit values as the steering 

frequency escalates. This phenomenon has the potential to induce oversteering, a situation where the 

vehicle's rear end tends to lose traction and may lead to instability. Conversely, when the adaptive MPC 

controller is operational, the vehicle showcases a remarkable capacity to precisely follow the desired 

yaw rate without notable instances of overshooting or undershooting. This controlled response implies 

that the adaptive MPC effectively regulates the vehicle's yaw rate within acceptable limits, mitigating 

the risk of oversteering and promoting stability. The observation extends to the sideslip angle, which is 

equally illustrative of the controller's impact. The adaptive MPC's involvement ensures that the sideslip 

angle remains controlled and within acceptable ranges, contributing to overall vehicle stability and 

maintaining desired trajectory. Figure 6.7 shows the torque adjustments orchestrated by the adaptive 

MPC controller between controlled and uncontrolled maneuvers. In the uncontrolled maneuver, an 

evident motor torque noise pattern emerges. Conversely, within the adaptive MPC control mode, as the 

steering frequency escalates, the adaptive MPC controller strategically orchestrates increased torque 
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adjustments. This particular response serves a crucial purpose: by demanding greater torque 

adjustments, the controller effectively counteracts the potential for yaw rate overshooting. This is a 

notable achievement as the overshoot of yaw rate, which can lead to instability, is substantially 

minimized under the control of the adaptive MPC. 

 

(a) Uncontrolled  

 

(b) Adaptive MPC  

Figure 6.6: Comparative analysis of yaw rate tracking and vehicle sideslip angle during the 

slalom maneuvers: (a) uncontrolled (b) adaptive MPC. 
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(a) Uncontrolled  

 

(b) Adaptive MPC  

Figure 6.7: Comparative analysis of torque adjustment during the slalom maneuvers: (a) 

uncontrolled (b) adaptive MPC. 

6.4 Double Lane Change Maneuver Experiment 

In this experimental study, a controller is being tested using a double lane change input. The test is 

conducted at a constant vehicle speed of 60 km/h on a wet surface. The purpose of the test is to compare 

and verify the control performance when using different types of controllers: without the MPC 

controller, with a fixed-prediction-horizon MPC controller, and with an adaptive-prediction-horizon 
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MPC controller. The driver steering input and the vehicle speed are shown in Figure 6.8. Despite small 

discrepancies, the controlled and uncontrolled maneuvers are conducted in the same way. Figure 6.9 

compares the yaw rate tracking of the vehicle in the controlled and uncontrolled maneuvers. It can be 

seen in the uncontrolled maneuver; the vehicle yaw rate exceeds the limit values with the maximum 

tracking error of 0.2 rad/s. With the conventional MPC, the yaw rate tracking error is reduced with the 

maximum tracking error of 0.1 rad/s. When the adaptive MPC controller is active, the vehicle tracks 

the desired yaw rate very well with the maximum tracking error of 0.05 rad/s without significant 

overshoot or undershoot.   

Figure 6.10 illustrates torque adjustments by the MPC controller, revealing that the conventional MPC 

approach generates yaw moments to achieve better short-term yaw rate tracking performance, such as 

counterclockwise yaw moments induced by imbalanced front wheel torques when the driver initiates a 

leftward steer at 3 seconds. However, this reactive approach might compromise the controller's 

response time for predicting yaw rate limits, potentially causing overshoot. Conversely, the adaptive 

MPC strategy showcases more precisely timed torque adjustments, attributed to its dynamic prediction 

horizon, culminating in enhanced control performance by reducing overshoot tendencies and promoting 

accurate yaw rate tracking. 

 

Figure 6.8: Vehicle speed and steering wheel angle in the DLC maneuver. 
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         (a) Uncontrolled                 

 

         (b) Conventional MPC                      

 

 (c) Adaptive MPC 

Figure 6.9: Comparative analysis of yaw rate tracking during the DLC maneuvers: (a) 

uncontrolled (b) conventional MPC (c) adaptive MPC.  
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(a) Conventional MPC 

 

(b) Adaptive MPC 

Figure 6.10: Comparative analysis of torque adjustment during the DLC maneuvers: (a) 

conventional MPC (b) adaptive MPC. 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, an adaptive MPC was developed to further enhance vehicle stability control. In the 

developed adaptive MPC, it continuously monitored the yaw rate and made necessary adjustments to 

the prediction interval when the yaw rate approached or exceeded its limit. When the yaw rate neared 

the limit, the controller increased the prediction interval to provide the controller with more time to 

react and mitigate yaw rate overshoot. Conversely, when the yaw rate remained well within the limit, 

the prediction interval was reduced, focusing on shorter-term control actions to avoid undershoot in the 

yaw rate tracking. Remarkably, this adaptative MPC strategy is achieved without compromising the 

computational efficiency, allowing for real-time vehicle implementation. 
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The control performance of the developed adaptive MPC was evaluated in simulations. A high-fidelity 

CarSim model was used to model the vehicle response and comprehensive simulations were conducted 

using the CarSim-Simulink co-simulation environment. In the simulation study involving a double lane 

change maneuver at a consistent vehicle speed. Simulation results revealed that with a relatively shorter 

prediction interval, the yaw rate closely followed the desired yaw rate, indicating effective tracking. 

However, this tighter prediction horizon led to prominent overshooting or oversteering effects. 

Conversely, when a relatively longer prediction interval was applied, the yaw rate displayed more 

significant undershoot or understeering tendencies. These findings underscore the influence of 

prediction horizon length on control behavior, where a shorter horizon can lead to overshooting due to 

limited reaction time. In contrast, the adaptive MPC strategy, which dynamically adjusts the prediction 

interval as the yaw rate approaches the limit, achieves an enhanced yaw tracking performance with 

reduced tracking error.  

The Equinox EV test vehicle was used to further verify the control performance of the adaptive MPC. 

A slalom maneuver and a double lane change maneuver were applied to the vehicle in the experiments 

while maintaining a constant vehicle speed. The results from experimental studies demonstrate that the 

superior performance of the developed adaptive MPC to track the designed yaw rate while maintaining 

the vehicle in a stable region compared to the fix-prediction-horizon MPC and the non-control mode. 

By dynamically adjusting the prediction horizon based on real-time system behavior, the control system 

can make more proactive torque adjustments, mitigating the risk of overshot during yaw rate tracking 

near its limit. 

The study further establishes that the developed adaptive MPC strategy, characterized by its ability to 

dynamically adjust the prediction interval while maintaining a consistent level of prediction steps, 

effectively manages the computation cost of the MPC for both real-time implementation and 

experimental validation. By fine-tuning the prediction interval online to suit the vehicle's dynamic 

behavior, the adaptive MPC strategy achieves this optimization without compromising the overall 

computation cost.  
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Chapter 7 

 

Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

In this study, an innovative learning Model Predictive Control (MPC) controller was formulated for 

Holistic Vehicle Control (HVC) by leveraging a novel hybrid approach that combines elements of both 

physics-based modeling and data-driven techniques. This hybrid control paradigm capitalizes on the 

strengths of deterministic and resilient physics-based predictive control frameworks while harnessing 

the learning capabilities of data-driven systems. The effectiveness of this newly devised hybrid learning 

MPC controller was assessed through a combination of Matlab/Simulink co-simulation with the 

CarSim vehicle dynamics software and real-world vehicle experiments on a Chevrolet Equinox electric 

testing vehicle under a variety of harsh driving maneuvers. The research yields several noteworthy 

outcomes and contributions, summarized as follows. 

The foremost contribution of this research lies in the creation of a hybrid learning MPC framework 

tailored for HVC. Unlike a traditional MPC that typically uses one physics-based prediction model, the 

proposed hybrid learning MPC maintains two models, a physics-based nominal system dynamics model 

with bounds on system states and control inputs, as well as a data-based learned system dynamics model 

with an oracle that can be updated by statistical methods. This innovative structure seamlessly merges 

the strengths of two distinct approaches – physics-based modeling and data-driven techniques – to 

yield a control paradigm that is both adaptive and robust. By combining the predictive capabilities of 

physics-based control with the learning potential of data-driven systems, this hybrid approach 

introduces a novel dimension to vehicle control strategies, promising improved performance in the 

realm of vehicle stability control. With the decoupled structure of learning MPC, performance and 

robust safety are guaranteed. These properties of learning MPC are important for developing an 

evolving vehicle stability control system. 

The second significant contribution of this research involves the establishment of a data-driven 

prediction model for vehicle dynamics, achieved through the utilization of Gaussian Process Regression 

(GPR). Through meticulous training and data acquisition, this GPR-based vehicle model exhibits a 

notable capability for predicting vehicle behaviors. Remarkably, when provided with an ample number 

of training data points, the GPR-based learned vehicle model demonstrates an enhanced capacity for 
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predicting yaw rate, outperforming the conventional physics-based vehicle model in terms of prediction 

accuracy.  

Thirdly, this research introduced an innovative data management approach designed to strike a balance 

between prediction performance and computational efficiency. Specifically, a subset-of-data (SoD) 

methodology was adopted to address the computational challenges associated with GPR in real-time 

vehicle control systems. The SoD technique effectively curtails the computational load by selecting a 

limited set of data points that enclose the query point within a bounding box in the feature space. This 

subset approximates the predictions derived from the comprehensive GPR method, which typically 

employs the entire training dataset. By implementing the developed SoD strategy, the computational 

demands of the learning MPC controller are effectively managed, ensuring the system's real-time 

feasibility for practical application on a test vehicle. 

One more noteworthy contribution of this research involves the development of a model authentication 

technique designed to assess and contrast two distinct vehicle models: the conventional physics-based 

vehicle model and the acquired data-driven vehicle model. This authentication approach hinges on the 

context of the query point, which encapsulates the current vehicle operating conditions in the feature 

space. To gauge the efficacy of the GPR model, this method computes a 95% credible interval that 

captures the model's predictive uncertainty. By considering the number of training points available and 

this 95% credible interval, the authentication method discerns the optimal prediction model – either the 

nominal physics-based model or the learned vehicle model. This discernment process ensures the 

selection of the most appropriate model for prediction, facilitating accurate and reliable control 

decisions based on the prevailing conditions. 

Another significant aspect of this research is centered on the development of an adaptive MPC approach 

tailored for HVC. This adaptive strategy introduces a dynamic mechanism that continually monitors 

the vehicle's yaw rate throughout maneuvers and effectively adapts the prediction interval based on its 

proximity to its limits. When the yaw rate nears or surpasses these limits, the strategy extends the 

prediction interval to grant the MPC controller additional reaction time for counteracting yaw rate 

deviations. In contrast, when the yaw rate remains well within acceptable boundaries, the prediction 

interval can be compressed, prioritizing shorter-term control actions. By seamlessly adjusting the 

prediction interval while keeping the prediction steps consistent within the MPC framework, this 

adaptive strategy guarantees that computational costs remain consistent, even when a more extensive 
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prediction horizon is utilized. This pivotal feature ensures the feasibility of real-time implementation, 

safeguarding effective control responses in varying dynamic scenarios.  

The efficacy of the proposed learning MPC controller and the adaptive MPC controller was thoroughly 

assessed through rigorous computer simulations conducted in MATLAB/Simulink and CarSim 

environments. Leveraging a high-fidelity model of available electric SUVs in CarSim, the vehicle's 

response to prescribed inputs was meticulously simulated. Performance evaluations were carried out 

across a spectrum of driving conditions, including diverse road surfaces such as wet and dry, to gauge 

the robustness of the controllers. Comparative analyses were performed, contrasting the vehicle 

responses under the learning MPC, adaptive MPC, uncontrolled, and conventional MPC scenarios. 

Impressively, the simulations showcased the superior performance of both the learning MPC and the 

adaptive MPC controllers. Across various driving scenarios, both controllers consistently upheld 

vehicle stability.  

Subsequently, the proposed methodologies were effectively translated to practical implementation 

using a Chevrolet Equinox electric testing vehicle, with front torque vectoring as the core actuator. This 

real-world evaluation encompassed a comprehensive examination of controller behavior during 

maneuvers like the double lane change and slalom, under differing road conditions. The resulting 

enhancements in vehicle response and stability reinforced the adaptability and efficacy of the developed 

controllers, implying their potential to address diverse control challenges beyond vehicle stability in 

various domains. Importantly, the versatility of the proposed hybrid learning MPC and adaptive MPC 

methodologies extends beyond vehicle stability applications, proving applicable to a broad spectrum 

of MPC problems.  

Despite its advantages, one notable observation is that hybrid learning MPC can introduce non-smooth 

control actions, primarily attributed to the switching of prediction models. This phenomenon presents 

challenges in the context of vehicle stability control. The abrupt or discontinuous control inputs 

resulting from model transitions can result in passenger discomfort and elevate the risk of vehicular 

instability. 

7.2 Future Work 

The realms of learning MPC and adaptive MPC for holistic vehicle control stand as burgeoning 

domains with immense promise for elevating vehicle stability performance. As the trajectory of this 

field continues to unfold, several avenues for future exploration and advancements come to the fore: 
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Tire Dynamics Integration: An important avenue for future research lies in incorporating tire or wheel 

dynamics within the physics-based vehicle model, enhancing the accuracy and predictive capabilities 

of learning and adaptive MPC controllers. By integrating sophisticated tire models and learning tire 

dynamics in real-time, these controllers can better capture complex tire interactions with the road, adapt 

to changing conditions, and optimize control strategies accordingly. 

Enhanced Learning Strategies: Delving deeper into machine learning techniques could unlock novel 

strategies for learning MPC controllers. Exploring advanced algorithms like reinforcement learning or 

neural network-based approaches might enable controllers to adapt more dynamically to varying 

driving scenarios, further refining stability and response. 

Enhanced Data Management: Looking ahead, the integration of active learning techniques, like 

information gain or similarity measurement, could play a pivotal role in optimizing datasets by 

identifying and eliminating redundant or unnecessary data points. Future research endeavors might 

focus on devising more streamlined and potent data collection methods, as well as refining approaches 

for representing diverse driving scenarios, ultimately advancing the efficacy of learning-based control 

strategies for vehicle stability and control. 

Multi-Objective Optimization: Integrating multi-objective optimization within learning and adaptive 

MPC frameworks could pave the way for controllers that optimize not only stability but also energy 

efficiency, comfort, and other driving parameters. This would create a holistic approach to vehicle 

control that balances multiple objectives. 

Learning-based Adaptive MPC: By combining data-driven machine learning methods with rule-

based adaptation strategies, the system could achieve continuous performance improvement over time. 

This integration would entail leveraging historical data to refine the prediction model and dynamically 

adjusting the prediction horizon based on predefined adaptation rules. Such an approach holds 

significant potential for enhancing the adaptive capabilities of the learning MPC controller, allowing it 

to effectively adapt to evolving dynamics and optimize control responses, thus contributing to further 

advancements in vehicle stability and control. 
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